
INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE December 29, 1959

Oilgear Company

Harlan Anderson/Dick Best/ FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Ben Gurley

Wes Broom, from Oilgear Company, on Route 128,
is coming out with one of their project engineers at
three o'clock on Wednesday, December 30, to discuss
their problem.

My thoughts now are to make a single register
device which adds one, subtracts one to keep track
of the shaft encoder and also adds and subtracts
the contents of the tape register. When a new number
is read from the tape, it is subtracted from the
shaft counter giving a relative error. When operation
is complete, the contents of the paper tape are added
to the counter giving the absolute position again.

There are a number of problems with a servo--
mechanism, particularly when it is tied to a machine
tool which we have thought out, and this is the sort
of thing they will discuss with us.

If we could make a simple test equipment counter
connected to a DAC converter, it would make an
enticing demonstration for them.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



TRIP REPORT an

Exeopt for Anerican Electronies Laboratory and Burrougha, this
report is replaced by Salen Trip Report January - January §, 1960,

Electronics Laboratory
Harry Kenosian say some day buy our equipment, is seld

on idea, but do not at present have an application,
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Salen Trip Repo t BReosber 23, 1959

Burroughs -
Dick Dadamo hopes to get some teat equisment for general

Wao,



DATE Decemher 28, 1959[Ee MEMO
TO. ken O]sen/Harlan Anderson FROM__ken Olsen

We should call Sam Auchinclass, of Tracer Lab, to make
an appointment with Twinning to go over their salary studies,
and we should also call John Proctor at Mitre Corporation to
see what the latest story is on their Los Alamos studies.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



[EyMEMO DATE Necember 28, 1959

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth Olsen

Have we answered the inquiry from Hyatt Bearings, and

would a telephone call be in order at this time?

Kenneth Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
Holloman Air Force Base,

Dceaniber 28# 1989DATE

SUBJECT

TO

New Maxico
File FROM H. EB. Anderson

Ne. St. John telephoned today. He was merely check~
ing to find out if we had received BD form No. 261
covering their requirements for units which he previ-
ously called about. His reason for calling was to make
gure that we completed the form and returned it to him

as we got it due to the urgent need for the
equipment. He us to be sure to sign the con-
tingent fee statement which has to do with
used sales representatives in soliciting this business.
He also said we should f111 out questionn 1, 2, and 3
om the front of this document.

Apparently this is going to be handle4 without
any formal bidding and the document being sent to
is an actual contract which we are to sign. An Air Force
contract musber has been assigned to it already. It is
AF 29-(600)2292. As of noon on December 28, we have
not received the document that Mr. St. John telephoned
about.

BR. &. Anderson

Ce: f. @ Johnson

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE Decenber 1949

TO ,2.8, Pile FROM Anderson

= MEMO 22,

X talephonmed the 7.8.8. im New York today te find out about
our booth assignment, I was told that an assigament has been made
awd it was mailed on December 18 to us and we shewld receive it
shortiy. Gar beeth number is 3831 om the third floor. x spoke with
Mies Weyand. Thies assignment conceivebly might he changed if they
need to in order to keep exhibitors who compete with each other fren
being adjacent, which appears to be a current problem at the moment,
There also seama to be virtually ae chance of getting an increase
in epece. Space availability de tighter than 4% has ever ben
pefere, aerorfing to her.

Alse located on the third fleor with we thie year will be
Compater Cont Maveer, and IRM,

a BB. Andersoa
COs Fe he Atwood

DAP 984



December 16, 1959

Mr. Ed Fredktia
Bolt Seraneck & Newnan, fac.
50 Moulton Street
Cambridge 38, Mass.
UN 45870

Dear Mr. Fredkin:

i found our recent conversation tn Bethesda concerning
the pessibility of your organization constructing @ general pure
pose digital computer for the National institutes of Health both
fascinating and interesting. if this possibility is a real one,
should appreciate the opportunity of further and more detail led

discussions with you and with your associates. As you know,
do not have a firm Idea about such detalls as: Fract specifica-
tions, costs, and possible delivery dates.

tf you and your associates ere Interested In pursuing this
matter further, please contact me.

Stneerely yours,

Norman 2. Shapiro

ce: Or. George Willlams, NIHLe. Harlan E. Anderson, Digital Equip. Corp.
8r. Jorden Baruch, Bolt Beranek & Newnan inc.



DATE December 15, 1959MEMO
TO Harlan Anderson/Ben Gurley FROM Ken Olsen

For applications where we need a real timed clock, we might
consider the Datex Corporation digital clocks. These have digital
education on the front panel and hours and minutes and seconds.
They also have a switch which gives the readout interval, but I don't
think we need that. They need some synchronism because during the
switch there is some ambiguity in the contacts.

When all is wanted is a printout of the time a program is
started, the month and date could be entered with toggle switches
and a clock that gives minutes and seconds could be used otherwise.
The month could be entered in toggle switches and the days and hours
and minutes come from the digital clock.

We have bulletins on this unit in the catalog file.
Ken Olsen

@
DAP 984



DATE December 15, 1959MEMO
__

TO. gim Myers/Harlan Anderson FROM- Ken olsen

Carl Beckman, who used to work for Burroughs and is now a
consultant, has been making studies for IT&T and Earl Puge told
him about our computer. He looked over the specifications and
thinks it's the hottest thing around and something that IT&T and
the Ordnance Department should use. I told him what I could over
the phone and he was very enthusiastic and thinks we have a machine
much better than the CDC machine. He is going to send a letter
and from that we can get his address.

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



DATF December 15, 1959MEMO
TO Bob Hughes FROM Kan Qlsen

We have a gross mistake in our literature in claiming that
the drive on a diode unit is equivalent te one load when really it
4s equivalent to three loads. Will you consider methods of correct
ing this, and maybe we should simply mark up ai] our literature
that we have now er else send out new application notes.

We also have not told people about the problen of putting
resistors to «3 from emitters that are used in pulse gates. Will .
you consider a short application note that will explain this and
that send out with our next mailing.

Ken Olsen
CC: +H.

R. BestJ. Brown
8. Olsen
WwW. Weeton

DAP 984
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18 December 1959
Lockheed Electronics and Avionics Division (LEAD)

Sales fed Johnson.

le Joe Katz who was contacted by Wally Weeton set up a meeting for
me with his boss, Gunnar Wennergren and J. Lee Price. Lee Price is
the electronics man and should be contacted with reference to theTeat Equinment assortment. They sare interested in an automatic coretester. Any discussion of a plane tester will have to be something in
the future. They are not ready for this yet end would be a likelyprospect if we can get in there with our equipment. They will be pre-e
paring a svecification sheet fron which we can make e statenent as to
whether we could provide a Sense Amplifier, Current Calibratorfor an automatic core tester. Toney speak of ubing a Ramsey mechanical
handler and then would have our Test Fquipmentebnerate the basic

future, they are interested in an ind ster. They are une
hepvy with whet they are getting fr n preference to
buying some more additional equips » Katz hopes to
buy some of our equipment with tiig'end/sgme additional money. I will
be brincing back a copy of the lo» ve drawn up for this parti«-cular application. He is intereste
aa possible and T think doe

timing pattern into our Current Drivers y will require disturb
pulses of 600 or nore in @ burat. For end im: ediate

ual co

t 42 40

gétting it as close to $3,500
not av very realistic picture of the

Test Fquipment buildin:: blgckK app ixathom Lee Price should be the
person to whom this type techn in rmation should be directed,
I come to 13 building bloc of the 3 00 series amounting tos: 3
flipeflovs, 1 Clock,
Drivers, two vositix I did not provide for synchronie
zing fliveflops an
the two delays use
gatins leveis to 36 t
at which they are wo

h Di @ Sy 2 Inverters end then h CurrentDela

Ktilized the~etock pulse or the delayed pulse from
to generate the burst of 20 and burst of lO
the co er to tre next counts. At the freauenoy

hby should be able to set this without
needing a synchronizing o*flop. Rut we should state this ins letter
blem to edd a few more units. They could jo this with the synchronizing
flip-flops. At this time we should provide an adequate set up at the
least possible price. In the letter to Lee, informetion should then be
contained on 1) stability of the Current Drivers over at least a four
hour period. This question is raised primarily because of the fluxuae
tions in emplitude of the Rese Current Drivers. Had the seme problem
from Litton and the answer to this question should be forwarded to Vic
Walker or Marvin Fink at Litton. If there is no variation including
after warm up time and we should stete what warm up time is, then we
should s#y so. Along with this I would like to obtain ficures on the
reguistion of the power supply. 2) send the lovic for the individual
core tester. 3) mention how much logic would be required to dc the
autometic core tester, which in this case would be approximately the
game as tne individual core tester. Katz would like the facility
of having a potentiometer and meter on the half pulse Current Drivers
so that he could compare this against a standard core on the meter

end once they meke the al purchase they feel it would be no proe



reading. This apparently is s desirable feature for half pulse tests.
All tn all, this division looks like a good opportunity to get

our equipment in there in the eerly stages. I find Katz to be a
cult person to communicate with. They are presently working in a
large production building which is essentially unoccupied. 'They have
a small lab zoing there, but there are only a few benches in the
entire production assembly floor.
2. Remember to comment on demonstretion kit power supply.
3. Trip to Boeing

The following names for follow ups on letters and further actions
Group1 - Acrospace Division, Minute "an
Clinton
Organization 2 - 00 Meteriel = System Test Advanced ProgramsCarolyn ". Guidry,

for large systens suppliers and

Jack R. Sando, 2-000

computers. McFsrland's P. 0,

P. Le Boyce, 2-5000
George R. Follis,
Donald J. Rernitt

+ This groun is an evaluation
equipment and ere posstbie fo
Box is 3°66, 2h.
Group 2 - Bldg, 3-830
Raiph Reid
Bruce Benton - FneineesBill Lucey, 5-1701-%e

ad 'et cults' dan
quip n

Are primeril ircuits for sequential monitor of Répute Mane
Pon? see imrediateayplicat dn. Utilizing magnetic core logie fortheir standard buildin' blo
Group 3 Minute Man Computer Group
Bon W. Fox
Gerry whelan

Possible need for word generator in PCY telemetering 27 bit 500 ke,Possible use of the 479 "ual Flip-Flop and possible need for BCD Coneverter. Csr] Johnson or Bill Brownigan 1s the buyer.
New Engineering Bullding Minute Manartin Gerry - reference Wayne ®robeck

Fngineer in charge Han Ploof. interested ir word generatorand code converter, Other people are Bob Murray, Ken Brown, and HarlowBeene. Beene is particularly good. 'ould be good prospect for 500kes OOO series. This is support equipment group.
Notes Ralph D. Reid, Group 2, 18 leunch systema.
Noter MoFarland asked about possible biomedical areas,



Group + Development Center Mnute Men

Purchasing and other engineering moving to this erea. Talked
with Carl Johnson, Merrill Larson, and Bob itehell in Procurement,

tal equipment
neture, Sesttle 1h.

Send letter to buying supervisor Oswalt at Seattle lis reference
Mr. Roloson. Send letter to Ed Doolittle, refercnce 3ud Knudson,
Harverd Rusiness School grad, Director Incorporate Pivision of
Planning.
sroup 6 - Transport Division

Keith Norsworthy and Bernes on the eledtrodynamic staff data
systems unit. These people build suoport equipment for sales of
standard transport planes. Interested in geting laboratory sear

provided overell feeling for Boeings-and cave for "RO oapital
equipment people.

of this sort and inmwired about futur alked with Eric
K. Hewkins in Purehesing and "Meteriel encineers

Other Names

Deta Reduction. Hans Peuls,Bjarne Slind and Joh
nix weal, Ge % Jenson ell ofri

Frank Ashelman, Al WLil
these are in "inute "an Bob be Neil Leach, Larry Fitzgerald
and Cerl French - slso n alph Foss snd Jonn "athtesonInute ene

land with literature. He was
Work for Fawards Air Force Base. Send
stop et 1505, Dept. 2-6000. Send full
Library. Send letter to W. H. Lucey,
tle %6. Send letter to James A. Overby
nd personal card.

letter to John
set of Literatu
1782, 3rd Place
and call again

friend of Herlant d t
"$9 "hey do
m rick

o Boe

in 60. D8

in Dynosoer. el Paisl bomarc Aerospace. Dick Sion
o. Send letter to Carter Powell

7216 93rd
quite intereste

Boeing Note: Much of the work on Minute Man ts well under way, &l-
though there are possible areas with need for our equipnent, scattered
throughout Boeing, and some of the calls are worth real follow up
effort. Dynosoar program will be getting under way in the coming
yeer and it will be well to hit the key people on this programe

1 { General Electric = Richland, Weshington

Telked with Mr. Re Williams, Fxt. 27719. He fia en instrument
engineer. Seid to send card and literature and thought it would be

worth e visit in the future. Plainlends at Pascoe, Washington.
Contact Mr. J. F. Kaveckis and N. Te Hildreth. Investigate if
Richard Hodson 1s businesa school friend.



11 December 1959

Air Force Combridge Researoh Center = Mr. Floyd Cook

Pile Harlan E, Anderson

Mr. Floyd Cook telephoned again to ask some additional questions
about our ability to produce memories and about our PDP. CRC now has
a Reminc'on Rend computer which has a drum memory on it and they are
'thinking seriously of putting a magnetic core memory on 4tin the
fairly near future. They sre thinking about 096 words, 48 bits each
with perity. I gave him some very preliminary and qualified informae-

$100,000. This may become a rather immediate program although they arestill not quite sure, Their interest in PDP 1@ onsiderably longer
range than their interest in the memory. f her action or follow
up {8 required at the moment on this,

tion about delivery and price on such a unit. e delivery I estimated
we could do in roughly four to six months and price somewhere around



10 December 1959

Bell Telephone Laboratories Murray Hill
File Harlan E, Anderson

I spoke with Mr. Edward Bryan on the telephone today and offered
to send him literature on our System Building Blocks. This is the
man that Tom Stockebrand suggested during the Eastern Joint Computer
Conference. Stocky estimates that this man is in the market for
roughly $80,000 wrth of equipment in the next few months. His telee
phone number is CR 3-6000, Ext. 3377. I also told him that we would
get together with him in the next few weeks to see if he had any
questions about the equipment. His project ig' Just now getting under
way and he estimates that it will be after tha first of the year before
they really know wnat they need,

He is personal of Ted Jo on, ably from Cal Teoh
days since Stocky also went to Cel Tech. be sure to send

Genke also the onehim the 000 Series literature when comes able, also. He
knows of the installation at Whiv
at Murray Hill with Floyd Humphry,

co: Reminder PileFile



10 December 1959

Raytheon e Bedford

File E, AndersonHarlan

I telephoned Martin Schramm at Raytheon in Wayland today to
follow up on the analog to digital converter application to the proe
ject PIN CUSHION that I originally discussed with him about a month
ago. I was told by John Ward of Raytheon in Wayland that this proe
ject is now being handled entirely by Raytheon in Bedford, and that I
should contact Mr. George Peeler, CRestview 7100, Ext. 510. I did
contact him end he referred me to Doneld Bank

451
Bedford at Ext. 2151.

He in turn referred me to John Delaney on Fxt 152 who anparently
works for Mr. Banks and is the man ectually doing the work. I was
unable to reach John Delaney, but Jack Brown planning on trying
to see him tomorrow since he is going t theen in Bedford anyway.

4

ect Jack Brown
H.F.A. File
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10 December 1959
Days trom

Pile Harlan E, Anderson

Mr. Clark of the Purchasing Department telephoned today to saythat they are still trying to figure out how to buy or lease the unitwhich they now have on order from us, IT gave him a status report onit saying that we expect to be ready to ship around the 28th ofDecember and so he is going to put a certain urgency on their making
required on any of this at the moment,

o further actiondécision whether to buy or lease the unit.

oot H.E.A. File
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SALES ANALYSIS FROM JULY 1, 1959 THROUGH OCTOBER 31, 1959.

JULY
DIGITAL THST EQUIPMENT $35,452.70
SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCKS 25,547.75
MEMORY TESTER
OTHERS 392 .00

AUGUST

$57,146.50
20,113.35

479 .00
TOTALS 61,392.45 17, 738 675

SEPTEMBER

$25,435.20
4,969.00
35,000.00
3,182.25
68,586.45

OCTOBER TOTAL

$15,154.80 $133,189.20
10,183.50 60,848.60

35,000.00
1,194.50 5,247.75
26,552.80 254,250.55
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM M-10€2

DATE November 12, 1959
SUBJECT EFlexowriter Octal to Binary Tape Converter Program
TO All Engineers FROM sohn C. Conley

This is the second in a series of programs for the testing and use
of the PDP-1. It comes as the next logical step, in preparing tapes in
the binary read in mode tape format, after the Test Word to Binary Tape
Converter Program (Memorandum 1061) *

The purpose of this program is to convert a flexowriter octal tapeinto a tape in the binary read in mode tape format. This program makesit possible for the computer to recognize the octal characters punched
on a tape in the alpha numeric mode and to punch out a tape in the
binary read in mode.

Memorandum 1060, Preliminary PDP-l Order Code, expresses all
machine instructions in terms of octal numbers, therefore, this
program only has to recognize flexowriter characters 0 through 7. For
special use this program also recognizes the letters D and J and con-
verts them into the DIO and JMP instructions on the binary tape.

In order to get this program on a tape in the binary read in mode,
the following sequence of steps should be followed. First read the
binary tape of the "Test Word to Binary Tape Converter Program" into
the computer. Then, using the operator instructions contained in
Memorandum 1061, place the "Flexowriter Octal to Binary Tape Converter
Program", which follows in the computer. Two things will have been
accomplished at this point, the "Flexowriter Octal to Binary Tape
Converter Program" will be in the computer and this program will also
have been punched out on a tape in the binary read in mode tape format.

By utilizing this program all subsequent pregra.3can be converted
to flexowriter tapes in the binary read in mode, by typing them out on
the flexowriter** and then feeding this Binh numeric tape into the

* A description of the read in mode tape format is attached as an
appendix.

** Appendix II discusses preparation of flexowriter tapes in the alpha
numeric mode.

e
digital equipment corporation

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



computer. The following operator instructions are needed to use this
program.

OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS

After the "Flexowriter Octal to Binary Tape Converter Program" has
been placed in the machine, follow these instructions to convert flexo-writer octal tapes to tapes in the binary read in mode tape format.

1. Set Test Address to 0040.

2. Push start button on the console. (This will cause 6 lines of
tape to be punched for each instruction or word on the flexo-
writer octal tape. The first three will be DIO-N and the next
three the word or instruction).

3. The machine will halt when the last instruction or word has been
punched, completing the tape in the read in mode tape format.

FO
L

digital equipment corporationDF268 MASSACHUSETTS



FLEXOWRITER OCTAL TO BINARY TAPE CONVERTER PROGRAM

Key... Address Instruction Order Code
C 40 CLA 76-0200 Puts zero in AC

41 73-0001 Read in one line of face
in alpha numeric mode.

42 RCR 8 67-3377 Put character in AC

43 SAD 50-0145

44 JMP s 60-0070

45 SAD 1 50-0146

46 S 60-0070

47 SAD 2 50-0147

50 JMP S 60-0070

SAD 3 50-015051

52 JMP S 60-0070

53 SAD 4 50-0151

s 60-007054 Sorting flexowriter
characters

55 SAD 5 50-0152

56 S 60-0070

SAD 6 50-015357

60 JMP 60-0070

61 SAD 7 50-0154

JMP S 60-007062

63 SAD D 50-0155

64 JMP DIO 60-0116

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD MASSACHIISETTSDF268



65 SAD d 50-0156

66 JMP J 60-0135

67 JMP 60-0040 Unused characters
70 RCL 5 66-3037 Octal

0-2
digit in AC bits

71 ADD B 40-0164 Assembly with
Assembly :

previous
digits

72 RAL 3 66-3037

73 DAC B 24-0164

74 ISP y 46-1127 Test to see if 6 char~
acters have been read..

;75 yes JMP C - 60-0040

U 76 K 60-0126
D 22-0165

77 73-0006

100 RCL 6 66-3077

101 IoT 73-0006 Punch 3 lines of tape in
binary DIO-N

RCL102 6 66-3077

103 rot 73-0006

104 IDX 44-0165 Index DIO-N

105 LIO B 22-0164

106 73-0006

RCL107 6 66-3077

110 73-0006 Punch 3 lines of tape in
binary - The assembled
instruction.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTSDF268
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i

V 113 LAW -5 71-0005
f Resets line counter

114 DAC Y

DIO 116 LAW -3 71-0003 ) Reset line counter
117 DAC Y 24-0166

120 LAC Q 20-0157

121 RAL 6 66-1077 Sets up octal for DIO

122 DAC B 24-0164 /

123 LAC R 20-0160 Temporary setting for
getting intial value of

125 JMP C 60-0040

K 126 LAC B 20-0164 ) Initial setting of

130 LAC S Restores U to normal
contents

131 DAC U 24-0076

132 LAC=JMPC 20-0075

133 DAC T 24-0115

134 JMP V 60-0093 Start assembly of tape

111 RCL 6 66-3077

112 IoT 73-0006

24-0166}

T 115 JMP 60-0040
Zero 000000 Halt at end of conversi

124 DAC U 24-0076 DIO-N

DIO-N in D
127 DAC D 24-0165

20-0161

Puts zero in T to set

24-0115 f
stop after next punch

a 135 LAC M 20-0162 )

136 DAC T

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTSDF268



137 LAW -3 71-0003
Reset line counter

140 DAC 24-0166

141 LAC Z 20-0163
Sets up octal code

142 RAL 6 for JMP at end of66-1077
/

143 B
tape

DAC 24-0164

144 JMP C 60-0040

145 100000

146 002000

147 004000

150 046000

151 010000 Flexowriter octal
characters placed in

152 052000 memory for the sorting
process

153 054000

154 016000

155 310000

242000156

Q 157 DIO 32-0000

R 160 JMPK Instructions placed in60-0126
memory for use by the

S 161 D program22-0165,

M 162 Zero 000000

Z 163 UMP 60-0000

B 164

D 165 Memory locations
used in the program

Y 166

digital equipment corporation
MASSACHUSETTSOF268



Appendix

Read in Binary Mode Tape Format
+

Read in binary mode tape format refers to the layout a flexowriter
tape must have in order to be read into the computer using the "Tape
Reader Binary Mode.

Flexowriter tape has eight channels in which holes may be punched.
A hole puhched in a tape refers to a binary "ofe".and no hole refers
to. a binary "zero", when the tape is in the binary méde. In the
PDP-1, one computer word is 18 bits long and appears as three ccusecutive
lines on a tape punched in the binary mode format. A binary tape has
the eighth channel punched in each line to show that it is in the
binary mode.

A piece of tape, with the first few instructions of the "test Word
to Binary Tape Converter Program, is drawn to show the binary mode
tape format. 1*s represent holes in the tape and 0°s the blank spaces.

Tape Channels
Sprocket holes

8765 4°" 21
32 10011010:

DIO 00 00 10000-000
00
64

SKP S.W #1 zero 00 10000-000
10 10001-006G
/ 32 10011-010

32 10011010
DIO 02 00 10000000

02 10000-0110

1

DIO Ol 10000-00000
11

60 11 0 1
JMP to Address 11 10000-00000

11 11

22 10010-010
LIO Address 30 00 10000-000

30 111

DF268 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD MASSACHUSETTS



APPENDIX II
ALPHA. NUMERIC MODE TAPE FORMAT

Alpha numeric mode tape format refers to the layout a flexowriter
tape will have when a program or data is typed on the flexowriter key-
board.

A flexowriter has a standard typewriter keyboard which is used to
prepare paper tapes. The paper tape has eight channels and each line of
eight channels which is punched represents one character in the program
or information typed on the keyboard. A tape produced by typing on
the keyboard will be in the alpha numeric mode. A tape in the alpha
numeric mode can be distinguished from a tape in the binary mode by
observing the eighth channel (the fifth column to the left of the
sprocket holes). A tape in the alpha numeric mode will have no holes
in the eighth channel except for carriage return, while a tape in the
binary mode will have a hole in the eighth channel of every row.

When preparing a tape on the flexowriter, the program or data
should be typed according to the following layout. The first thing
typed in any program should be DIO-N. This specifies the first memory
register, of the sequential series of instructions that is to be used
in storing the program. The converter program will assign registers
sequentially to the remainder of the program or data. The last thing
typed in any program should be JMP-R, which will designate the next
instruction the computer should follow. This may be the beginning of
a new program or AaAlt.

Program title, date, author.

D1IO~0040 770000 73-0001 67-3377
50-0145 60-0070 50-0146 60-0070

60-0040 100000 002000 004000
JMP-0000

DF268 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



The program is coded, according to Memorandum 1060, before it is
typed on the flexowriter. The dash between the first two digits and thelast four digits indicates that the word is composed of two parts, an
instruction and an address or additional instruction. The computer will
ignore this dash but it should be typed in to give a visual indication
of the difference between a two part word and a one part 18 bit word.
The last three words shown alone are 18 bit words of which no bits are
instruction bits.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTSDF268



DATE__December 7, 1959E MEMO
N

TO Stan. Andy, Wally, Jack Brown FROM Ken Olsen

United Aircraft has started their weather analysis progran
down at Hartford of which data processing is a key part. We
should contact them and see if we can't supply the computing
equipment for them. If any of you have contacts with someone
down there, please let me knew and we can organize cur approach
to the»,

Ken Olsen

DAP 984



23 Novenber 1959

IRQUIRY FILE
Jim Myers Kenneth H. Olsen

We de not now have an effective method for keeping track of all
inquiries to be sure that they have been answered and exploited to
the fullest. Berause you are the one man who is at home base most of
the time, I would like to give you the responsibility for this. I
propose that you set up the following system right away and we will
try it for a week or two and then if we have Can
make modifirations. I would rather make a fits pass inmediately
than to make a big operation of getting 's opinion on the
subject first.

X suggest that you get a loose leaf will
title INQUIRY FILE. This file will desk so that
anyone can check on it, but not s that'people outside

which you
ways be on
nepi

wandering through will take a i at Each day very
that comes in by telephone or by \lettér will be given to you and you
will enter it into that
all necessary pertinent

these sheets, one for

On thie sheet there will be
one column listed Action

Taken By so and so ami Action and
Date for Further Action. I\propose that'each wek we have three of

When an inquiry is w etely taken care of it will be crossed off
the sheet and at end of ch week, all of those not taken care of

time.
I suggest that you mimecgraph a form for these sheets. As

along we will undoubtahly change the shape of the sheets but we will
learn this after try. If we need much longer rows for all the
information we need, we may have to draw them up on B size tracing

size paper for that.

ce Jack Brown, Walter Weeton, Ted Johnson, Harian Anderson, Stanley
Olsen, Dick Best and Ben Gurley

bl one for
one for

shet and crossed off the last one.wil be transferr
ya periad ofAll the olf sheets will_he

paper and use blue prints in our notebeok use B or



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE November 17, 1959
Tenative Pricing Schedule
for Special Systems
Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
John Fadiman
Stan Olsen
Maynard Sandler
Dick Best
Ben Gurley

The price of a special system shall include the
following comnonents: DEC Catalog Ttems at catalogorice and svecial buildins blocks nriced as if they
were catalog items. The engineering of the snecial
units shall be charged under Ensineerins. These
prices ready include Selling, General and Administ-
rative Expenses and should be added indirectly to the
price.

Other components are charged at twice the cost to
take care of Selling, General and Administrative Exvenses.
Engineerine time is charged at $4,000 3 month includingSellins, General and Administrative txpenses.

Drafting, Shop-work and Technician time are charged
et $1600.00 a man-month, which includes 5S, G&A.

We will assume that it costs $100.00 per chassis
to wire a mounting panel in the assembly denartment
and so wth S, G & A we wll charge $°00.00 ner
mounting penel.

We should also add to this number, when selling,
maintenance or installation costs may be high, Diart

cularly if. for example, someone has to fo all the way
to California. On the other hand if we are reasonably
sure of selling a number of units we may plan on
spreadins the engineering and drafting costs over
several units.

digital equipment corporation
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10 November 1959

IBM 1620 Computer.

File Harlan B. Anderson

I telephoned the Cambridge office of IBM to inquire about their
new Type 1620 Computer announced in the November-December, 1959
issue of the HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW. I was given the following
information on it. It has a magnetic core memory which holds decimal
characters. Access to any character takes 20 microseconds. This is
a decimal machine and its instructions require 12 digits. Numbers
that you work with can be variable length so that double precision
has no meaning. Sub-routines that will be ava lable for the machine
will include those for four tran floating point expidental computa-
tions, etc. Input is by either paper tape at 50 characters per
second or by typewriter. Output is by typewriter or paper tape
punch at 10 characters per second. As-an accessory device they have
available a typewriter to paper ta
flexowriter.

The monthly rental for this sys not including this off line
typewriter is $1600 per hase price for the same
amount of equipment is $74, 50



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 6 November 1959

SUBJECT LIBRASCOPE

TO Harlan E. Anderson FROM Ted Johnson

It turns out that Librascope is not interested at the present in
any more than the purchase of our blank System Building Block cards.
Their order would run around 100 cards plus mounting panels without
the back wiring. I don't think that this would amount to a signifi-cant sale. I explained our situation and unless you feel we want to
get rid of some inventory or would be willing to sell just these cards,I don't think we should follow up on this. It is a test equipment
group with a varied need for putting wide range of circuits on small
removable boards and their requirements do not seem to indicate a
future market for digital Test Equipment.

digital equipment corporation
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DATE 6 November 1959EMEMO
TO Harlan E. Anderson FROM Ted Johnson

On the real time Data Assimulator sent under separate cover,

please make a copy of it and return the original to me. Call
attention to Figure 5 on Page 6.

DAP 984



Lex '

JBB SALES TRIP REPORT ~ 11/4/59 & 11/5/59

Visits were made to Air Force Cambridge Research Center, IBM in Owego,IBx in Endicott
Contacts were nede with Link Aviation, General Electric in Johneon
Gity, IBM in Gssining, and IBM in Poughkeepsis

Air Force Cambridge Research Center
Talked with the man using our equipment there by the name of

Ken Reed and made visits around, Robert O'Neil from the Computer
wb, Ext. 302, is interested in the memory tester and might like to
drop by end see curs next week. Robert Wagner and the man who's

fin our Test Equipment for generéi use In' the leboratory, Sald they
would like to see a demonstration.
working for hin by the name of StenwardA were very interested

Pollow up: 1. Return in approximately one week's time to show
demonstri.ticr: to stinward Ayer.



Sales Report 11/h & 11/5

IBY - Owego

I was unable to talk with Morton, Marmillian, Doyle, Oldfield,or Kulze. siarmiliian however, did mend a man out by the nane ofAl Kirk to look over our product line. Clif &berle is the buyer forthis area and is very anxious thet ell contact work be done throughhim, Hervey Wells had been there abcut two weeks before and talkedto a Mr, Fisher, I was unable to learn anything of Fisher, KirkWas generally interested in our equipment, particularly the memorytester, and indicated that he might like tc come to Boston to see it.He 1s, however, a very junior man in the purchi Sing side, andfrowned on the whole idea, Marmilifan is Kirk's boss and wiorton isHarmiliian's boss, Telephone call tc Bill Colven, Dept. 596,produced no results, He gave two cther names tc be ccortacted, W,Yurgertis, and Sal Taub.

Follow up Action:
le Send a teletyye to wiih copies to Kirk and Mermillianinviting them to see the Memory Tester,
2, Send Memory Tester 1511 brochure in the seme BEnner.
3e Call Eberle in about 3 weeks, (Reminder file)
k, Send a letter with brochures to Wi, Yurgartis, an? Sal Tanb,



Sales Report & 11/5

IBM ~ Endicott - Broad Street
The eculipment that we lent Hncicott IBM hed arrived and we were

able to set up the programs and drivers to drive Harry Kuntleman'sshift register, le was very pleased with the euuiyment, iutends to
push it there in the plant for us, and will keep in contact. Kuntlemanis very helpful, hile our ecui-ment was operating, another man bythe name cf Fay &, Martin from the Glendale Lebs stopped by, He is
now the cwner of about a 1OK Rese Tester which does the mane Job, isinterested inchanging to something more flexibis and transistorized,This wan is a good prospeet for us in the future. Kuntleman promisedto be sure anc gst over at a later date, Incidentuliy, Martinis a big fisher and hunter and owns lots of land in the Endicott area.
Alzo checked with Cal Alber, Ext, 458, who is the purchasing man onthis job. He is very friendly snd cooperative.

Follow Up:

1. Call Earry Kuntleman in tne week's time to see how it's going.
2. Send letter to foy W. Martin



Sales Report 11 & A/S

IBM « Endicott = Main Plant
Called Mo Ardell, who is the test egaipment mun, ssid he stillis thinking about us but no particular job hes come up since I waslast there, Ta.ked with Ggorgs Plein, He's the mun interested inthe educational use of our e uipment. Told him about the blue line,de says the decision hasn't been made on the upper level yet justhow detailed their courses are going to be. He is asking to lockat our equlvment and méybe something will ecm throug, Also visitedwith A. B, Bryant, the buyer specialist for tools, end Jim Steranko,Steranko works on programming automatic machine tools and is beginningto get into digital logic. Was interested in the equi. ment. Wouldlike to get a catalog, Bryant, the purchasing man wants

ever$thing to come through him, :

Follow up should be:
1, Send A. B. Bryant 2 sets cf cur full catalogs,



Sales Report & 11/5

I also contacted the following places:

Link Aviation:
RR. NW. Northrop there at Link said situation not changed, would

keep us in mind,

General Llectric - Johnson City
M. Jd. Wallace said situation not changed but scmething's about

to break. Keep in touch. Walt Williamson said keep in touch, C. As
Thompson said there's nothing there at the mement, and he's at a level

mame

that we should probably not be desling with, Best contact man hereis Me J. Wallace it appears,

Poljow up:
Cortect Yallace again in about two weeks,

Also, an appointment with Mr, Spruce at Ossining set up on this trip,
Wednesday, November 11, 1959, at 3 o'clock.

fhe cost of this trip was $109.69,

In all, I would consider the trip successful.



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 5 November 1959

SUBJECT Beferred Air Freight
TO Harlan E. Anderson FROM Jim Myers

There are a certain number of days that the goods must be held
(by law), before they can be released to consignee. There are also
a limited number of cities to which a deferred air freight shipmentcan be made. The following is a list of these cities with the rates
applicable in each case (pick up and delivery rates are the same
as regular air freight shipment).
Boston to Chicago - $6.15 per hundred pounds
Boston to Los Angeles - $17.15 per hundred pounds
Boston to Milwaukee - $6.15 per hundred pounds
Boston to San Francisco -$18.40 per hundred pounds
Boston to San Diego - $17.75 per hundred pounds

The following is a chart of the number of days a shipment must
be held by the airline.
Leave Boston MONDAY released at destination Thursday.
Leave Boston TUESDAY released at destination Friday.
Leave Boston WEDNESDAY released at destination Sunday.
Leave Boston THURSDAY released at destination Monday.
Leave Boston FRIDAY released at destination Tuesday.
Leave Boston SATURDAY released at destination Wednesday.
Leave Boston SUNDAY released at destination Wednesday.

A shipment will reach its destination within two or three days
at most except during rush seasons such as Christmas. In such a case,
the shipment may be delayed several days. The shipping company has
the option to delay deferred air freight shipments at h&s own
discretion.
cc: Stan Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE November 2, 1959

Information on Shipment of
Memory Tester to Los Angeles

TO H. E. Anderson FROM

SUBJECT

Jim Myers
Shipment by Air:
1. United Air Freight (United Airlines) Ld 7-4500

Leave Boston 10:00 P.M. (E.S.T.) Arrive Los Angeles
12:35 P.M. (P.C.T.)
Use Dave's Transport from Maynard to Airport.
Rates are: $27.00 per 100 lbs. if total weight is

1000 lbs. or more
$28.15 per 100 lbs if total w@ight is less than
1000 lbs.

Pick up chargé about $14.00.
Delivery charge 0.80 per 100 lbs.
Total cost $29},00 for 1000 lbs. or more.

2. American Air Freight (American Airlines) LO 7~7300.
Schedule is same as above.
Rates are the same.

$239 for less than 1000 lbs.

Shipment by Truck:

1. Transamerican Freight EX 6-4770
Will pick up and deliver.
Freight is transferred to another Truck (Pacific Inter-
mountain Express) in chicago.
Delivery takes 7 to 10 days.
Rate is $7.70 per 100 lbs.
Total Cost is $69.30 (on a basis of 900 lbs.)

2. Roadway Express: DA 4-8100
Will pick up and deliver.
Freight is transferred to another truck (Interstate
Motot Lines) in Chicago.
Delivery takes 7-10 days.
Rate is $11.36 per 100 lbs.
Total cost is $102.24.

digital equipment corporation
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@ Shipment by Railroad:
1. Railway Express EM 99-9308Will pick up and deliver.

Freight changes cars at Chicago.
Delivery takes at least 7 days.Rate is $24.25 per 100 lbs.
Total cost is $218.25.

2. New York Central
Framingham to Los Angeles.
No pick up or delivery.
Routing is Framingham to St. Louis, change to Missouri
Pacific, Texas Pacific and Southern Pacific Railroads
to Los Angeles.
Freight must change cars in St. Louis only.
Delivery takes about 8-10 days.
Rate is $14.20 per 100.
Total cost is $113.60.

3. National Carloading and Distributing Co. HA 6-7610
Use their own freight car direct to Los Angeles.
Pick up and delivery included in rate (Clinton Auto Express.)
Rate is $11.14 per 100 lbs.
Delivery takes 8 days from Boston.

4. Universal Carloading and Distributing Co. Tom Farrell HA 6--8017

Pick up and delivery ineluded in rate.
Uses T.D. Mulhall Trucking Co. CE 7-0350
Delivery takes 7 days.

Use their own freight car direct to Los Angeles. jer.

Rate is $11.14 per 100 lbs. Terar as 100, 26

Shipment by Furniture Movers:

1. Lindstrom Bros. (agents for United Van Lines) No 5-5049
Delivery takes about 10 days.
We would have to wait until they have a van ready to
go to California.
Rate for anything over 800 lbs. is $214.00.

digital equipment corporation
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2. D.W. Dunn Co. (Agents for Mayflower Lines) JA 2-3300
Delivery takes about 10-11 days.
We must wait until a van is loaded for California.
Rate is $19.20 per 100 lbs.
Total cost is $172.80.

digital equipment corporation
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November 1999

Telephone n to AMP, Inc.
Jon Pedimen He Andersen

I spoke with Mr. Joseph Sweeney at AMP today and invited hin to
some to see our Memory Tester next week. He definitely will plan to
be here or send someones. He will telephone me or you notifying us
which day he will come, I told him any time after Tuesday would befNG e

He expleined to me thet they are definitel interested in
memories. They are working closely with Genera Ceramics Corperation,
and in fact will probably borrow or rent some testing time on our
tester at Generel Ceremios for their ini wo Mr. Sweeney says

eoincident ourrent memories and later they wil interested in other

that their present volume of activity ternine whet canhaving tester available, but they er trying
be procurred and what the specifics at This is se
that wnen their volume of memory p truetion comes large

i @they can then act quickl ge whet they need, Mr
Sweeney was & very nice person, friendly and ive
toward discussing the subject



November 3, 1959
INTEROFFICE MEMO FOR FILE
IBM + Ossining, New York

H,E, Anderson

Mr, W111 Spruth telephoned today, November 2, regarding ourbuilding block equipment. He ts now making up the capitalequipment list for the new lab they plan to open in Peekskillin approximately two months, Dan Lawrence from Kingston hadsuggested that they really ought to inolu plans for some
@s a result of this recommendation,

telephoned meof our digital test equipment and Mr, Sp

I told him that we would contactto set up a firm date for coming down

initially started using our ip They are no longer

esday, November
nim the equipement &nd demonstrate it for hi day ral is a bad

as Wilsonday for them. His telephone 7500,This is location of IBM w Ji asida and Harold
new Mohansic Lab of IBM.there since they have moved



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE November 2, 1959

SUBJECT Calls in Fort Wayne, and
Chicago, "liinois

TO FROM Stan Olsen
Walter "eeton, Jack Brown, Harlan , Anderson

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

Mx. Cyimmel « He was sent down malnly to beHil

& z
polite and send me on my way, butPaul ae 4 got the message that they had
made a tentative decision to bgy Egsco units,
and they had alac considered Ecco, and they
is in charge of reliabilitye When 4 realised
that the situation was, 4 got to speaking
weriously about the advantages of our equipe
ment for their system, about its reliability,
the fact that the unite are truly system dc«
signed, and he finally started to get convinced
and decided to have me see Charles Mason
Mason came down expecting to see me about ten
minutes, and three hours later, he was thore
oughly brainewashed. 4e then went back and
worked on "aul Kagle. 4 then saw 8r, tagie,
who had not originally intended to see me at alls
He 4a still pretty stubborn and is fixed with
the idea that they are already committed to
Epseo units, "hen a Little later, Mason brought
down My. W.As Foos. Now Foose had some pretty
fixed ideas about computer logic, and only
understood the differentiation of leading edge
type logic, but after a little while of talking,
they both got quite excited about our type of
logic, how simple it is to work, how much more
equipment they got for their dollar, and + really
impressed them with the reliability, so shat
these two fellows who are responsible for turne
ing out the equipment,are really excited about
our equipment. aul Eagle, who is in charge of
the section, fie still quite cool. Mr. Foos should
be on our mailing list, and also I ta e riefly
to, dam Hllis, who 16 at IT &T labs, should be

have now bought a few Epsco unite. Crimnel

placed on the mailing list.

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
e DATE November 2, 1959

SUBJECT Gaile (conte) Page 2

TOW,Weeton, HE,Anderaon, J.Brown FROMStanley Olsen

MAGNAVOX
Ja I talked to him for about

twenty m nutes to a half hour, explaining our
equipments; he was very happy, but has no
imuediate application, And on their phone, I
busy, is not doing anyth ng @ digital line
now, but is quite interested in our equipment
and would like to be called on the next time we
are outs.

talked to Gerard &, MoAu He was very

CHICAGO

AN
My, rIrwin + He said that 1 couldn't come

working on @ proposal to Beli babs, but that they
were faniliar with our equipment and they ex«
pected that they will be buying some equipment.
not necessarily ours, between December 1, and
January le. My feeling 18 that we should really

a n r

out to see at the moment as he was to busy

hit them during the month of "ovember,

uses some 21,000 transistors, and the equipment
operates in the 2 to 4 megacycle range, Also
talked to Dean Lien who has no interest at

Andy had covered our equipment well during his
dezonatration and that they were quite familiar
with what we had.

LABS forue Stan Hanson « He whe

to couldn the &3Fatem they're building

the moment. Both "cH en and Hansen feel that

TE PE
thesethat they make their own plugein units now.Wy, 2.S.Wray « He said he wasn't interested and

unite operate with a half microesecond rise tines

ohn Peterson He has some alight interest in

familiar with our equipment.
{pe 400 Both "eterson and Wray were

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE November 2, 1959

SUBJECT Calis (conte) Page 3

TOW,»Weeton, HeEsAnderson, Jo Srown FROM Stan Cleen

TON COMPANY a lop - He has no real interest at the
bub wants to be kept up to date,

Jaster « No interest, though he is

APHIRAL,
GOHPORATION

aroke to several fellows there,
q %o interest. He now uses relays.

On Hot
8 no interest in the eqilpment.

our equipment.
COKPANY, Researeh Foundat

ormation for his file,
mont and hia survey is now over.

He has no real interest, but
wante

He has no interest right now.
made @ survey at one time of different equipe
E 8t On,

He has moved to another seceet doing work et this time,
Myr, D.C. Reukauff - No interest at the moment.
eorge fa er - He is happy that he has all our

equ pment information, and has notneed at the
moment.
Prof, Blair « Prof, Blair should be put on our
ma "Eo

9st, and eoulda't get in toueh with
him,

CONT4Ni. NIAL CA
1 a He s in

Okada is follow
really knows very 1 @ about digital techniques,
but haa a problem where he is going to bid on a
particular syatem which includes a digital ratioeiroult, Actually I guess you would call it
divider. It atarts off with a one megacycleoscillator and then there is frequency divided
te one kilecyele. These two signals are fed
through gates which to inte the first divider
circuit, and the high frequensy register ia dive
ided by the low frequency register; then a
second set of gates go and do the sane thing agains
The two answers then are subsracted togethers.
He apoke as if this would take two dividers, one
adder and subtracter, when in reality, this can

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
® DATE November 2, 1959

SUBJECT Salis (eont.) Fage &

TOWs#eeton, Hees Anderson, *. Brown FROM Stan Olsen

be done with one divider that adda and subtracts,seeing that the three different thinge happen at
three different times. What we ought to do ia
put this into @ quick and dirty proposal in a
fern, where, if he wo:ld use our proposal, he
would pretty mush have to use our
giving him only enough information se that heis committed to as, and yet the information he
gete would apply only to our type equipment. 2
may huve gotten the wrong impreasion, but 1t seens
that he was out to .ump us for all the information
he sould cet and then go off and de the jeb himeseife He deesn't quite seem to have the exe
perience and knowehow to do this, though.

VICTOR ADDING

p ace, but he knows Ken and is welle

feilows on our mailing List.

Sob Carle » He said there is not mush going on

versed on our equipment.
Robert both werk for pastas are

GPE Te

ano interest at this time, The save thingSchneider of theirAs true of ir, 51

He was their sowputer expert, so 1t might be wellHY, has nove with *ibrascope,.
te try to find hin at Librascopes

RAL.1 t

for Ha though his nane om our mailFyngList saya"Hallicrafters*g He was working for
oe Be actually wasn't working

He is up to date, but has no interesttheother two men on the mailin. ist, Mr.
and Er, Mue le both haveLeopoldto Kone, New tork, Waere Lerafters has

another plante

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
a

DATE Hovember 2, 1959
SUBJECT Gaiia (aont.) Page 5
'Ow,Weeton, RE*Anderson, 3,Brown FROM Stan "Leen

P - the first time I called, he wae
out; second time he wae at a meeting.

He has some elight interest inMy, 8.0, Ce
our equipme:a spoke to him about letting ua in cn the invite

Sed

ations to bid, ae I vaguely remember that we had
en invitation back about a year and a half ago,

- He wants more information onMyre
monory Gore ester, and he wante schematics

used in a score tester,
of our unites that is, a11 the unite are

is up te date with our
8 th"no
= He was out for the aay*

diate interest,

Me Re Tried te get«
ou for the day.

da familiar, but has no ineBater @
Coope

da touch with him,
be was alse out.

momente This was also the atory@
with 3

re cre and Sp, Thonaa Plis
usor fo 40, the way he wants it done,

has @ problem"tha

and he wants to get 6 KC out. is now doing
46 with seven transistors, for about 75 dollars.
He wante it done cheaper, that should be minus

able to do it with less transistors, I think he
uses something like a Fiipeflop on a ring counter
right now.

e bas to divide by teng he has a 60 KC signal

degrees to 80 degrese C, and he wants to be

are,
« He ie working on the same problem

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE November 2, 1959

SUBJECT Calis (sont, } Page &

TO W.aWeeton, HeBs Anderson, J. Srown FROM Sean Yisen

Work, rer be@ me to
« He ie no longer in digital

We should put bim on our mat
send literature,

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD « Called the three different plants of this
companys

the phone operator was about oneof the most un-eooperative persons I've some
aoross., She felt that if she got you one, ahe
was doing you a tremendous favors to get more
than one, was above and beyond the eall of duty,
When I tried te get the sixth person, she hung
UP OF MSs

LeRoy Anderson » He was out of town.
Manesek o Ke was out.

Hrs.
« Finahly got to talk to him. He hasall our information, and was fauiliar with us, but

hee nothing het at the moment.

aT» char
= He was also.

The operator
time thought I was orasy,jy this

she didn't know

« Be has nothing et tho moment,
He has a problem where he wants
ughs beameewitehing tube. It's

@ Model No. &7018, 4e wants to drive it at 100Ke
with a SO% duty factor, which is a 50 mil pules,
He seemed quite interested. I kind of went out
on a limb and thought that our Current Driver
might do it, but have really no idea. let's see
what we can do for this fellow,
Mey. John A. Quinn He was cute

Ave
eo Be was in the sales office and

wanted our information for hia file,
says they are in competition with us, so we patted
each other on the baek and said good-bye,

digital equipment corporation
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Hovember 2, 1959

Calls, 'eont.) Page 7

W,Wieeton, H.E.Anderson, 4. Seow Stan Y1sen

HPs Harold Ey Hoffman ° He wae not ine
By this time, J thought the "eet Sist operator might be cooled off,
ao i tried calling there again.

Cuy Sehematic2

Grace His line was busy.
o Kie main interest was in getting hold

our schematica,

Several people on this trip, that I have noticed, perhaps you fellows
have, too, like the Eeco type literature, where you get some idea
of that the cirowit is like. Our diagrams are quite inadequate.
to let the customer know just exactly what's in the packages. Most
people don't want to know what the values of the resistors are, and
they really aren't out to copy, but they do want to know what's in

trip. i believe we ought to consider it.
the circuit, This might be something to think about. There vere
at least three, perhaps four or five, that mentioned this on this

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE November 2, 1959

SUBJECT

TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Wally Weeton

One specification sheet which we are lacking badlyis the description of our mounting panels. Very few
people know what we have to offer in the mounting panels.
There are three sizes:

1) 19" 2) 24 3) 30"

with the following variations. The 19" is available with
5/8"uspacing and 3/4" spacing. All are available with
the wiring on the front or in the back. Pillars are
available for the 19" size. Panel Layouts or tracing
paper are available for the 19" size.
I think this catalog sheet should have a photograph of
each of the three sizes, one on top of the other and
maybe the other size 19" panel. Then we should try to
get all this information on one sheet and get it out in
one of the next mailings.

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE October 29, 1959

SUBJECT . COMPATIBILITY OF LOMC LINE AND SMC LINE
TO walter weeton FROM Jack Brown

Perhavos the best way to explain the limitations of the compatibility
of the LOMC line with the SMC line is first to set down the actual
differences, secom to explain the ramifications of these differences,third give some common examples of operations effected by mixing the
two Lines, and last to make some general statements.

A. Differences
4

1. The 10MC line is not as broad as the 5MC line.
In fact, at present, the LOMC line ecnsists of only a crysta
clocs and a flip-flop wnich also contains two righ speed
gaves.

2. Pulses for the 10MC units are shorter (35-0 musec instead
of the 60-80 musec ones of the SMC).

3. The transistor gates on the 1OMC Flip-Flop use the 2N501
MADT fast transistor instead of the 2N393 MAT ones of the
5 Mc Line.

4. The milt in delay of the 10MC FF is shorter (40-50 musec
instead of 80-100 musec for the SMC FF).

Be Ramifications
1. A lOMC pulse can only drive 1OMC transistor gates (MADT)

with the one exception that the short (10M°) pulse can drive
the SMC Pulse Amplifier through normal 2N393 (MAT) transistoy
gate.
The reasons behind the restriction is that the 2N393 (MAT)
gate is not fast encugh to completely saturate when pulsed
by ashbort 1OMC pulse. The Pulse Amplifier is an exception
because the input amplifier has such a high gain that its
inout gate need not completely saturate.

2. A 5MC pulse cannot de usd to simultaneously sample and
change a 1LOMC FF. Nor can a SMC pulse be used to compliment
a 1OMC #F. The 5MC pulse can, however, ve used to set and
clear a LOMC FF as long as these pulse are sevarated by more
than Qe i (1.0. LOC)

2a,
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C. Examples
l.

26

The reason behind these conditions is that the built in
delay of the 10MC is only 0-60 musec while the pulsewidth of the 5MC pulse is broader (60-80 musec), The SMC
pulse will still be present as the 1OMC #F begins to changestates, and therefore one cannot obtain a reliable sample of
the Fr condition at the same time it is pulsed. The restric-
tion on complimenting is for exactly the same reason, since
the act of complimenting involves a sampling of the FF presencondition. As long as one allcws time for the 10M° FF to
change states before it is sampled, however, there is no
problem. Therefore to set and clear a 10MC FF with a SMC
pulse is permissable.

36 A 10MC pulse (such as the "P™ pulse out of a 1OMC #**), if it
is to compliment, set, or clear a 5MC, must either be gated
through by a high speed (MADT) transistor as opposed to a
MAT transistor or passed through the 5MC Pulse Amplifier.
This restriction is brought about by the fact that a less
speedy (5MC - MAT) transistor woud not completely saturate
and therefore trigger the next circuit.

Counters - In moving froma lOMC flip-flop to a 5MC flip-
flop, the "P"™ pulse should be gated by a high speed MADT

conn a F

transistor or passed through a
PA

Che
a

MAr Mar

Shift Registers

sOKIT

If you must shift at a 1OMC rate, all Fr must be 1L0MC

flip-flops.
If you shift at 5NC or less, you can use the 5MC flip-flops,
but if the shift pulse is a narrow LIMC pulse it must first
be passed through a Pulse Amplifier
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3. Clearing Redd In and Setting

P.A.

If fis are 1OMC Fis these operations may be performed byeither 5MC pulses or 1OMC pulses.
If FFs are SMC FFs yet pulses are 10MC, the pulse mustfirst be passed through a Pulse Amplifier.

4. General Logic Operations
The mary special locic packages of the
5MC line (Diodes, Delays, Invertersetc.) must be pulsed by SMC pulse. If
10 MC pulses are used they must first
be passed through 5MC Pulse Amplifier.

De. Conciision
1. The 10MC and 5MC lines are most definitely compatible and" hogic" can be performed at a lOMC rate.
2. More care must be taken in designing a mixed system, however,since the LOMC pulse cannot (except for the Pulse Amplifier)

be used to trigger units in the 5MC line without first beingconverted to a 5MC pulse by passing it through a P.A.
3. 5MC pulse can be used to trigger the LOMC flip-flops as long

as one does not attempt to sample at the same pulse time.
(Remaber this means no complimenting).

he Voltaze levels, power sup lies, power connections, etc. are
identical for both the and the SMC lines.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 27 October 1959

SUBJECT

TO Seles FROM Ted Johnson

If you haven't received a copy, 3C's has sent out a new price listfor their M packs 100 ke. units. New flip-flop price is $33. Callattention to their quentity discount schedule which I feel-toes not
8% for 25,000.
overly enalize the low dollar order customer. 5% for $5,000 -$25,000,$50,000, and 10% for $50,000 $100,000.

On the subject of discount, the expected order from Livermore, DavidLawrence Radiation Lab@ atory will be the first of e series of ordersweich should amount to a considereble number of units and probebly intothe quantity discount range. They are interested in knowing if we cangrant a quantity discount on a cumulative basis. If so, how should I
present our policy. It is my feeling that if this first system issuccessful, they will be buildine several others over the next yearperiod.

I think I mentioned t is in-a previous memo, but it would be verydesirable for me to receive the mating connectors for both the Test
Equipment and System Building Blocks, so that I could attach this to mydemonstretion kit power supply and plug in an individusl unit to checkit out for minor reveirs here in tre office. I don't need anythingelaborate, but it seems it would be very simple to do. I presentlyheve one Flip-Flop 201 which isn't working properly.

Two of the patch cords which Ampex had on loan presented the pre=vious problem of the metal remaining in the eyelet and breaking off atthe end of the plastic plug.
Reference to a previous meno on equipment or supplies from Maynard.I have received duplicate invoices. Should I sign one of these andreturn it to the pffice or should I keep all the copies.
I would like to receive blank application note sheet s that Icould use in drawing out a specific customer problem here in theoffice.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 27 October 1959

SUBJECT APPLICATION NOTE

TO Seles FROM Ted Johnson

The new core tester application note is the kind of literature Ithink we should be sending out for product application information.I would, however, like to see the actual set up detailed more than itis to illustrate the actuel hook ups of the Test Equipment. It is not
evident, for example, from the drawing just how the delay unit
accomplishes your pulse width control. On the other hand, this typeof preservation skios over details nicely and accomplishes the purposeof showing whet the Test Equipment is intended to do.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

DATE 27 October 1959
SUBJECT

TO Harlan E. Anderson FROM 'Ted Johnson

Had lunch today with Bob Schmidt and Professor Baul Charrington.We discussed some of their plans for getting into the data processingarea. They operate some kind of a division in Cincinnati which is
working with Blue Cross - Blue Shield to hendle their data processingneeds if only as a semi-social cell, it micht be worth while to pay avisit to D'Arbeloff or have some of their people drop out to the
plant in the very near future. Their connections, for example, mightbe a good way to check into the possibilities of computer applicationsin the medical electronics area. Charrington himself was very interested
in the compeny and would be e very worth while contacte
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 27 October 1959

SUBJECT SALES CONTACTS

TO Sales FROM Ted Johnson

In the coming week, plen to visit Holloman Air Férce Base after adiscussion with Gschwind, He called into the office and said they are
considering using some System Building Blocks. He felt the informationin the eight page brochure was inadequate. this seems strange in viewof his early presumtions with the Test Equipment brochure, but offered
to pey a visit and will be there next Thursday, October 29, 1959, early.At the same time plan to stop in at Sandia, Wednesday, October 28, Ed
Dowling held no real noves for accomplishing too much other than show-
ing what new has been going on and possibly getting to talk out their
problems and find some new approach to the organization penatration and
purchase obstical we have encountered at Sendia. If possible will dropinto Pheonix on Friday to talk to General Electric and see wnat their
present level of activity is. I will also have to be down to San Diegofairly shortly. Since I have not received a call from SRI I would
assume that they want us to send along a Current Driver for their
examination. As mentioned, they are interested in distributins along
ten channels the logic required would be just to run through a counter
distribute ten pulses in sequence along the ten lines as in our
applicection notes. Example, they want to be able to control pulse width
with delays. It seems to me that you ought to be eble to set by with a
single delay unit and inverter losic to control all these pulse widths
unless they decide they want independent pulse width control over each
of the ten pulsese If you have any drawing of how you would acconpl&sh
this you can send it alons.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE October 27, 1959

SUBJECT

TO Herlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Badger Manufacturing Company, in Cambridge, Massachusetts,is a builder of large Chemical processing plants such as
petroleum, citric acid, benzine, etc. Eecause they're so close,
we should contact them to see if they need computers for control.
I don't kmow if they just build hardware after someone else
designs it or if they engineer it start to finish.

United Aircraft, in Hartford, hes & weather contract for
which they'11 need computers. We have to get in that one also.

Have we checked with curtis jright in New Jersey to see
if they need our equipment?

Yeve you noticed that Philco is claiming 213,000 arithmetic
celculation per second for their Transact 2,000. They must
be using overlap memories or else don't count but cell that
memory.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
e DATE 26 October 1959

SUBJECT CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

TO Kenneth H. Olsen FROM Walter Weeton

Control Data Corporation's large computer, Type 160k, is appareently quite successful. To date they have sold five units. They arebuilding a sixth one for their own use and a seventh one for stock.The basic price of the computer is approximately $800,000. 'The comeouter uses a magnetic core memory which is 128 x 128 x 8 deep. Theresre two such memories in each of the computers and a six cycle timeof the memory is 6.4 microsecond, However, the two memories are duplexwhich effectively cuts down the cysle time of the memory in two. The
speed of addition 1a approximately one microsecond and their clock rate
magnetic tape memories at a cost of approximately $140,000 extra, Theyare planning on producing these units at the rate of one unit permonth and they expect to be able to sell them in this rate. The
company at the present time employs about 250 people in their digital
computer division. They ere apparently doing fairly well and one of
companies was mentioned in the Fortune magazine in its last issue
describing computer manufacturer's,

is 2% microseconds. The most usual installation includes four

ec: Herlan E. Anderson
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gales Report 10/20 = 10/22

telephone. Ne wae involved in twlater work there quite cinliar te
that being done at Bell Telephome Labee Although bis completeFeater bas not been designed, he ia certain he ie going to use DECfor the logic and should be ordering very dhortiy 0within the next

to be some problem abeut how to physically mount the equipment. I
cover chassis

Wae unable to see Gg. 8. Manning but telxed te him on the

week ) ) tude will be 6 fli flaps, 6 diodes, a
power supp ete, EBatinated value of around There seened

should send him a letter describing our 1904 mounting pene) and its

:

:



HOF Repoy 30/20 - 10/22

Western North
There are three Western plants here in this area ons tna

Burlington, one im Greensboro, and one in Winston-Salem, Burlington's
plent te independent, has its own purchasing as weli as lta production
and engineering staff. The @reensbore plant, however, ts not. It's
purchasing is conducted at Winston-Salem, The Winston-Salem plant has
not been vielted as yet but is primarily the production of comonents
such ceare, awitohes, ete. The twe areas that we should be
interested in ta Opeensboro and Burlingtone In Oreensboro, the cortact
ta G. Manning, in Burlington itts elther John Ballinger, Jack
or the purchasing agent 3. T. Hearne. One other warning on Buriingtone:
They have @ special purchasing man by the aame of Don Wolff whose jobit 18 to intersept the seleanen en their way in and make sure that
they talk only to interested pecple.

The follow up for this should bes
le Send schematics to Jack Moffet, B sete of our teed
@& equipment and cur system blocks

fend to . M. Hoover a little block diagram of
the 10 megacycle eount down to 100 cycles.



88 Reper

Maval Research Laboratory « Washington Pq Gy

Interest breaks into 3 groups, Mr. W. B. Folland's groupwhich fe «
§
group that has developed a computer of thelr ow woteb te

& high spee parallel machine, Herbert Peterson's grovur which is
doing calculation wore where they take data on tape recorders andtake 1% into the labs and preoceas it. Mr. Charles R&R, Phicps
department. This department is primariiy interested in studyingdigitel techniques sat making small special syste#. Mr. Pollentis quite familiar with ous ulprent and intends some day to cot
some but at the moment, however, he has no need, Two men workingwith him are Alien Hitagh «nd Ipvin Levy. Mre Sharies Re Phipps enthis aide kick, Charles A, Basa, are familiar with our equipment but
consider that the speed makes i overpriced, They would be very
good prospects for a low speed line and should be contacted later.
Mr. Herbert Poterson'was out of town, Did not telk to him on thie tripe
He is what I would ocnsider a het proepect. One of hia men by the name

will need it arcund the ent of the first quarter of next year, He
was quite interested in equipment and I intend to mexe a block dlagramfor him and aend it down, the faster the better as far as he's concerned

ef Allen thas they need to purchase a 1° blt high speed
mai f mplied they are definitely going to bug it and they

and he pe ses he may pey a good penny for ite

Follow up should des

Make a block diagram of a high speed multiplier and send it to Hr.
Rider

Cost of this trip was $168,912



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 21 October 1959

SUBJECT Raytheon » Wayland, Massachusetts
TO File FROM Hy 3, Anderson

Mr. Martin Schramm telephoned today and asked if someone could
come over and talk to them about our building block equipment, He
seid they are just starting on a new sizable project kmown as PIN
CUSHION for which our equipment is of potential interest, His
questions on the telephone related to how much application consultae
tion we would be able to give them in connection with our products,
He also indicated that high speed was important to them. TI have made

a date to visit him on Thursday, October 22, and provide a demon»

to be sent over for this visit. I don't know whether this will be

necessary in the future or not, but we can keep it in mind,
Mr, Sohramm's extension ia 213), and an alternate name to be

stration of our equipment,
This project is classified, so I have arranged for my clearance

contacted is John Ward, seme extension, at Raytheon in Wayland,
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 29 October 1959

Grumman Aircraft, Bethpage, Long Islend, WE 11500, Avionies Div.SUBJECT

TO FROM W. WeetonJack Brown

Contacted Mr. Harry Fadiman who {is interested in our equipment
and would like to set up a demonstration in about three weeks to six
weeks. He has contacted his boss concerning this and they will eitheroall us or we should call them. I suggested that we should probablycall them in about three weeks to a month to remind them of it. This
4s in the Avionics Division. They appeared to have a problem in
converting information from a gray to binary code or a binary te
decimal code. ZEKE

eo3 E. Anderson
Reminder File
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 29 October 1959

SUBJECT Kearfott Company
TO. Jack Brown FROM We. Weeton

Contacted Kearfott Company in Clifton, New Jersey = Gregory 2-1000.
Meeting was somewhat handstrung by the appearance of many Air Force
officers on an inspection trip, so I could not contact exactly the
people I had wanted to. However, through Dr. L. J. Brady I was able
to contact Mr. Frank Peer, Ext. 19, supervisor of production engineering,
Plant 9. Mr. Peer is a mechanical engineer. They manufacture a
digital encoder and decoder of some sort and are experiencing consid»
erable difficulty in contact bounce specifications. This to me was
reminiscent of the problems involved in contact bounce and current
releys and I suggested that it might be possible to use our equipment
in such a manner thet specifications could be written to control these
elements. Mr. Peer is very serious about this. They have purchased
many thousands of dollars worth of equipment and none of it has been
useful to them. Their customers are also very much involved in this
and they would like to discuss with us how to go about measuring this
unit. He is taking the information back to Mr, A. Lehmann who is a
design engineer for digital unite. Mr. Lehmann work for a Mr. Mike

@ Nigro who is a supervisor of design engineering. These people are
serious enough so that they will probably contact us within the next
two weeks. If they do not do so, they have suggested that we contact
then.

oot H. EB. Anderson
Reminder File
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE October 16, 1959

SUBJECT AVAL SUPERSONIC LAB AT M.I.T.
TO FILE FROM Harlan &. Anderson

Mr. Gordon Oro of the Naval Supersonic Lab at M.I.T. telephoned
today. His telephone number is University 44-6900, Ext. 2623. He ia
interested in more information about our building blocks for a

potential application connected with wind tunnel work. They wish

to convert pressure measurements as measured with alphatron system
into digital numbers which can then be put into a Bendix computer

which they have. Essentially they want to measure the time between

two pulses that come from an alphatron,. This time 1s then proportional
to pressure. They have a rotary stepping switch that goes between the

alphatron and the measurement points so that they can use one

alphatron for many pressure measurements in the wind tunnel.
The outputs they need going into the Bendix computer are from

0 to «20 volts. I suggested that we would send the literature to Mr.

Ore and contact him in about a week to pursue the matter further.

coz Reminder file 10/23
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE October 12, 1959

SUBJECT otiation
TO wu. ANGerson FROM dev. Conley

tine alo you as tea ne to loo. into tre question of rene .o-
tiation of overn 7 : u contracts, subcontracts and
specifically you wanted to "now about tie tions we
tate, the inforiation we siovli accumulate and and wat
reports we Lg Tile with tre Aene otiatic board.

urenase oruer.
:

this revort on tre basis of contained
"Tene otietion

Foard Annnal Revorts" for 1°56, 1957 ana 1955 and interviews3in the
in the Accountin: vepnartnents of

and Atomic Incorporeted.
lecornendations

that no reperts be g1 until rene otiable receirts
ani accruals reac taat voint vseyond reporting is
mandatory.

Pinancial

at some ave tine (now or at tic be innin., of tae nex
fiscal year), a syste lor segre atin and ace Tatin rene o-
tiable sales snoul. be in talled. :Ales it can oe Je ions ravea
brat tae use oO

tt "ene otiation Clause™ in purchase orders

a

sufficiently dete yines galesC

recoil ond t au be sont wtat invoice.
Tais question ire, in tre ior. of a soll-audres eu (ost card,

less total is involved. '1c aluation of vene otisvle
gales could tien be totaloa as the year pro: resses.
Tf oaly informetion on purchasc orders is involved, renc o-
tialle sales still be perioa by perioa.

Would ag if the sale is rene tiable aad wiat nercentaje if

sevssion
tieTn sale to an overn-

Cy jadi -ec7

ang aase or any sale os equipment waica will
bie national defense is subject to otiation by tac nene-
-otiation Soardce

be used to "ee to af.ects

eoee OVER
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"ot Anderson
Subj: Nene
Date: October 12, 1959 Pase 2a

Tae resoonsibility for dcterminins, of its sales are rene-
sotiavle rests entirely with the comany. Any VW tien is
acceptable to the Nene otiation DLoard may be useg. EHene otiable
sales from prine contracts TUS t be accumulated separately from
taose subcontracts or orders. It is the duty of

custovier use of a sals wen such 1 ts mot deter rined
at tic time of sale.

ct

tie to obtain ation iecessar* vO

when is a report required?
mcn the a revate receipts and accruals for rene otiable sales,
in one fiscal year, exceeds 1,000,099 a re ort aad inauncial
staterients must be submitted to tre "ene oard.

Pais ,1,000,000 floor is after any exemmtions are allowable
have peer ueducted. In tre case of our company tie aiount of our
salcs W lic? woulda be considered renezotiable is reduced by var-
ious exclusions ana exe .ptions.
Tuese exenmtions are as follows:

1) Any contracts or subcontracts under Wiien tie rrofits can
be determined «wien the contract prices is such
as leases ale license are not suvvect to rene-
sotiation. 'nis exertion can only be received vy naving
tae sovernment or prime contractor rile a request
with tie Renevotiation Board.

2) e t of Articles - all sales of
stancerd Le a rticles Wilc et tre two followingal
conditions may be deducted frou rene otiable sales with-
out to tae Board

vondition I - Tre article must be customar' ly maintained
in' stock or must be offered Jor sae in accordajice wit a
nrice seredvle re ularly wintained by tie contractor.

a) An article is msintained in stoc if it is kept
in 5 inveatory on a : or other

inventory basis, and if sales
are filled from sucn supply.7

Condition II ~ To be a standar. cormiercial article,>
non-renc otiable or nccruals frox tre sales of the

re ceipts or eceruals from sven sales in the fiscal yeararticle must at least 35 porcent of trae total

under review.

OVEr
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Po: lew, Anderson
Subj: eno otiation
Date: October 12, 1959 Paze 3

3) Thers are other less definite exertions that nicht applyin specific cases. These are applied for by tie company
to the Loard, with specific reference to the
Gontract involved.

tiation

What reports must be submitted?
Within months after the end of the fiscal year, if a-~revate
rene -otiable sales exceed 1,000,000 after tions, the
"Standard "orm of Contractor's Yenort", 25 form 1, and 1ibit 1
and 1 (a) = Lorn 13, must be filed with
tie Rene otiation oard. (These forms and tustr ction sheets
are attacned to this report.)
Tae information neeied to cormvlete tnese foris is entirely witnin
the of our t accountin records with 1é exception
of the of rene otiable erd non-reneyotiadle sales. It
wouli be best to accumulate as sales are
ratrer taan et vear ond. Tris can be zone eit o a r by determinin,
use of sale from tie purchase order or questionnaires sent
to tne customers.

Tiis same information will serve as « tasis .or allocating
onses to renezotiable sales. wnat the Nene otiatioa voard

is concerned vita is the profit :
de t ce on rene sales.

This means thet all deductions usea sor tax purposes must oe
split up to stow vie portion : to reine' sales.
General

rene otiatioa accountin is a seat of tre pants affair. What
ig definite rulins are nard to :et aad issues are usually not
decided unless actual t a u n rroccedin s tare place.
The companies I talked to not nad a rene otiation case and
so nave not forced tie issue on many of the questionable points
of the ieneo tiation Act.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 9 October 1959

SUBJECT

TO Sales FROM Ted Jchnson

le Whet procedure should be followed on loaning equipment from thisoffice in the form of memo invoicing. Please send appropriatepapere
2. I have requested a Relay 801. Please see that this nes been sent.

copies of the invoice. Should I sign one of these and return it
as confirmation of receipt at this end, and if so which copy?

nave been gemarod 9 a3. On shipments of equipment from three

ye i will be in the Sen Frencisco area tomorrow end Bridey. Primarilymeeting with Ampex, nockheed, end Livermore. To dete T have notreceived the requested informeion on nish speed units end delay
packarveSe
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE § O&tober 1959

SUBJECT New Low Speed Line Model Numbers

To Kenneth Olsen FROM He Ee Anderson

3000 Series (Digital Test Equipment)
$505 Dual Flip-Flop (Counts No Inverters)
301 Clock
3301 = Delay
3110 = Diode Nor (2 cirouits with 6 inputs each)
3410 Pulse Generator
3601 = Pulse Amplifier
3201 + Flip-Flop (Counts, carrys, and 2 Inverters)

6{ 3403 - Inverter (6 Inverters Loads)

000 Serfes (System Building Blocks)
212 ~ Dual Flip-Flop (Counts, No Inverters)

Whol « Clock
301 - delay110 Diode Nor (2 circuits with 6 inputs each)

Inver terTriple P1i (No counting)Inverters 1 Loads)

Pulse Generator
Pulse Amplifier

Front Panel for Test Equipment (3000 series) are shown on the
attached drawing,
cos Dick Best
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DATE 8 October 1

= MEMO
TO__Herlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Have we checked the Spece Technolory Leboratories lately to see
if there is any work we can do for them? May be a real push on

Moose would help.

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE October 2, 1959

SUBJECT MERCHANT MARINE COMPUTER

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Jacx Brown

Talked with my friend about the computer the Merchant Marines
want. The problem is that ship radar gets cofused at short ranges
and therefore many collisions have occurred in svite of radar.
Therefore, the Merchant Marines want a comsuter to tell them how

two (or more) ships will pass to one ancther. The, will provide all
of the radar to the computer and will »rodably be satisfled
with one output-closest coint of pass. The problem is one of

extrapulating both speeds and courses to a passing point.
Naturally, this extrapulation must 5e upgraded with the addition
of new data.

How fancy of an extrapulation is still undecided, perhaps just
linesr. How often the data is to be is still undetermined,

as is the number of ships the comouter must handle.
At vresent the Merchant Marines just want one prototype out it

appears reascnaole to expect a production run of about 20 to 25,
anvironmental specs are very lcose. Accuracy is something
lize or 200 yards whichever is smaller. Cost is important and a

pall park Pigure is scmsting Like 1OK,

quired

If we are interested, the nan we should contact is Mr. NMe rt
e D i)

Acting Director of Researc.. at the aritime Administration who is
located in the General Services and administretion Suilding in yas} ston.

By the way, we should say we got the lead from the or

sonething, but definitely not through my friend.
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DATE October 1, 1959MEMO
TO H. ANDERSCN & FILE FROM_John 3. Srown

UNITED GAS

Telephoned Mr. R. W. Bains cf United Gas Researc: i Labs in Shreveport,
La. (UN 1 and learned that his aplication is to transfer reccrded

(I believe tape) data into commercially available computers. At present
ke ts just collecting information on digital building enc new

com-uters. He expects to have a better idea cf ris vrodlem in a menth or

531)

twe.

@
DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE September 30, 1959

SUBJECT

TO Sakes FROM Wally Weeton

R. L. Kettenring, Instrument Laboratory Inc.,
Seatle Washington P.O. Rox 098 stopped in. He is
one of the Managers there and he is quite interested
in our product. 'These people and about 12 other
companies involved inthe Atomic Energy work in
Idaho Falls are working with Mr. Kettenring and his
ETOUDe

Mr. Robert L. Fillmore, Maneger of the Machine
Control Division of Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator
Company in Minneapdlis 8 Minn. 3753 fourth avenue
south, stopped inand asked on our next trip to
Minneapolis to give him a call.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE September 29, 1959

SUBJECT

TO Sales FROM Harlan Anderson

Mr. Larry Jasorka of the Western Electric Company
was in this morning from Hawthorne Station Chicago 22,
Tllinois. Telephone number is LA 1-5000, Extention 5037.
He worksfor Mr. Dave Erwin. 'They are very interested
in obtaining new equipment. They are setting up a new
area in Columbus. They have Burroughs olc equipment
and are now looking at othereqiipment that they can
use for replacement. I think this wculd be well worth
our while contacting immediately. Andy and I will try
to do it while we are here this tyip. Mr. Erwin may
come down to the exhibit.

Mre J. . Haube of the Allegheny Ludlow Steel
Corporation in Breckinridge Pennsylvania, Emerson
2-200 stopped in. They are interested in purchasing

a small digital computer or in making it. Actually
it's a very small unit. What they really need is about
25 flip-flops and some logic blocks to put it together.
He would like to talk to somebody about this. TI told
him we would contact him in the near future concerning
this.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE

SUBJECT

September 29, 1959

TO Sales FROM Harlan Anderson

A gentlemen who apparently is a represenative in

he is a very key man in procurement of our type of
equipment. Mr. Wiggins was here at thes how yesterday,
but did not stop in our booth as far as I know.

the Chicaro area stonped in and suggested that we see
Marv Wiggins at Argonne National Laboratories, since

Mr. Robert Carlson from Victor Adding Machine

probably follow up on this. Carlson also talked
to Ken Olsen at a transistor circuit meeting
several years ago.

Company stopped into our booth and appears to be a
rather promising customer. wally knows him and will
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
e

SUBJECT

TO Sales FROM Harlan Anderson

Mr. R. D, Godfrey I believe the man's name was,
stopped into our booths from Leeds & Nothrup Companyin Philadelphia Pennsylvania. He was a young fellow,
not terribly familiar withdigital techniques but
yet asked alot of good questions and seemed to be an
intelligent person whom we should keep in mind for
future contacts.

je Och?

DATE September 29, 1959
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE September 29,1959

SUBJECT

TO Sales FROM Walter Weeton

Mr. Steve A. Zarling of the Clark Controller Company,
New Products Division 11)6 East 150 2nd Street Cleveland
Ohio, Zone 10. Telephone number, UL 1-2000. I talked
to him somewhat about our equipment and he would like
to have a Sales Engineer come out andtalk with them
whenever convéntent. They are getting into the digital
field and are looking for es relatively imple type of
equipment to get them started.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 21 September 1959

SUBJECT Sales
FROM Ted JohnsonTO H. Anderson, W. Weeton, and

36

Te

8.

Je

Je Brown

le Ampex Corporation. Called the engineer and will talk to them again
early next week about a possible visit.
Autonetics. I checked with Quady and several other people on the
rumor about a subcontractor using our equipment. This might have
been Rese in a bid for a memory exercisor sometime back, or it might
have been a possible consideration where they ended up using their
Minute Man marginals for building up a small test set-up. I will
be talking to them again and Quady said he would let me know of
anything he hears on this business, but it doesn't look like a real
situation at this point.

Qe

Gave a demonstration at Consolidated Electrodynamics Data Lab to a
large number of people, and several engineers are trying to encourage
the purchase of some of our test equipment.

he Beckman Corporation. Following up the TWX message I received it
turned out that this person is making a general inquiry after re-
viewing the literature and he will do what he can to direct me to
interested parties at Beckman.

Aeronutronics. The time is not yet ripe to discuss tester possi-
bilities with Tony Galopin. On my recent visit I talked with
Warren Yancey who is excited about the equipment and there is a
strong possibility of a test equipment purchase theres

6. Edwards Air Force Base. I talked with four different groups there.
They were JPL, General Flectric, NASA, and the Computing Center for
the Air Force. This pretty well covers Edwards Air Force Base and
the strongest possibility exists at the computing center.

Fminent sales tripe TI will be in San Diego during the middle of the
coming week. My main objective will be to cover the Naval Elec-
tronics Laboratory.
Please send a list of those Industrial Directories in which our
company and product listings appear. By this I mean, Electronic
Buyer's Guide, etce

I would like to maintain an inventory of patch cords at the office.
At the moment I would like to receive a sufficient number of patch
cords to make one mounting panel full of equipment useful. This is
for my office supply which I will arrange to loan on occasion and I
would like to have you allocate a reasonable number of boxes,
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE

SUBJECT

TO FROM

Conte 2

106

ll.

le.

1h.

particularly of the shorter patch cords to have on hand if for
example, we shpuld underestimate the number of patch cords re-
quired on an order out here, as in the case of the recent Tele-
meter Magnetics order. Of that I haven't received notice of
another patch cord order and was expecting this several weeks
BZOe

Mailing list names, I am finding the present system of recordingmailing list names, and particularly the large post cards as
being much more useful for contact work. On the other hand, it is
dangerous to place too much emphasis on the frequency of inquiries
and the checked indications of particular interest of these
inquiries. On both the cards woich checked have a salesman call,for far received, these prospects turned out to be of fairlyminimal interest. That is they had no greater interest than a
large number of the ordinary inquiries. The main problem in my
mind is still to attract the interest of and get in contact with
relatively few key people in each potential customer organization.
Future sales trips. I probably will be visiting the San Francisco
area within the next two weeks. If i am able to do any effective
advance work in finding key people at Boeing in Seattle, I expect
to visit up there in the very near future and hope to arouse some
interest at General Electric in Pheonix.
I would like to receive the notes on the TX=0. Mr. Anderson men-
tioned that there was only one available copy and I will send this
back after reading it.

136 T would like to receive a written statement of our position re-
garding equipment leasing on a large scale, such as at U.S.N.O.T.S.,
whenever this might possibly be practical and available.
I purchased a triplet VON. This should S do the job I require
very nicely and is considerably more compact than the recommended
Simpson meter. By six volt and soldering iron, I assume you mean
one with six volt output transformer. Is any particular yardage
recommended? For convenient testing it might be useful to have
individual test plugs for a test equipment package and a system
building block package possible as a part of the demonstration kit
set-up and feeding from the kit's power supplye
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 16 September 1959

SUBJECT TXO

TO H. Anderson and 8. Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Wes Clark called today and said that he got a letter from Dr.

Sidney Winestein sayins thet he wes impatiently waiting for a letter
from us which Wes Clark seid we would send a lon;; time ago. Wes

Clerk convinved him thet he needs a TXO for his work, which is like
the electroencephalographic work at M.I.T.

I don't remember Wes Clark mentioning the name but we should

avologeticslly get out on this. His address is Dr. Sidney wWinestein,

Director of Research, Depertiment of Rehabilitation Research, Albert

r
Finstein College of Medicine, East Chester Road and Morris Park

Avenue, New York 51, New York. He is interested in a copy of the TXO

so that he can run a TXO vrogrem. We should try to sell him ea PDP-l,

but we should also consider the possibility of chancing the order code

so it is exactly like the TX2.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
e DATE 8 September 1959

SUBJECT PDP-1
TO H. Anderson FROM T, Johnson

Please see that I receive any additional information on the new

PDP-1, particularly decisions on which input-output equipment would

be to use and possibly any extra catalogs you have on this equipment.

I will study the proposal I have received and will outline any questions
I have on this information.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 3 September 1959

SUBJECT Harvey-Wells Design Philosophy
TO "ff, Anderson, W. Weeton, FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

J. Brown and T. Johnson

We do not sell our equipment by attacking our competitors, but we

should know their weaknesses. We all know they lack many of the

common inhibitions fn business practices. It is good also to mention

that they also lack many of the engineering inhibitions. This is
because they have not had very much experience and background in the

field. A particularly interesting point is the output stage of their

flip-flop. The 2N393 transistor is rated to dissipate 50 milliwatts

peak, and so we take this as being the emergency conditions rating or

the rating that the transistors should take under the worst possible
conditions that can be conceived of, and so our flip-flop output

transistors will dissipate just 48 milliwatts under these very extreme

conditions. However, Harvey-Wells, because they made low impedance

output stages and because they have a four volt supply, feel the worst

conditions they can dissizate is 120 milliwatts, which would destroy

the transistors instantly. Transistors, unlike vacuum tubes, have

negligible margin of safety beyond their rated dissipation.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
pate 86 August 1959

suBJecT Digital Equipment Corporation, 12

TO FROM Ted Johnson

Talked with A. W. O'Sullivan, President, of new (1t months) company
in San Diege (La Jolla). Have 5 people. Strictly custom-built
magnetic drums, Address, 7541 Eads, La Jolla. Glencourt 9=172h.

He s#4d name was mistake, Did mow @f us, Proceeded to change
the name as soon as they were incorporated. Advertised at WESCON as
Digital Development Corporation. Two principles are O'Sullivan and

Diok Stephenson. Both at Aeronutronies and Alwac.
Name is still tee close to suit me.
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Sales Report on Trip to New York City
Visited: Republic Aviation, 2 locationsy Ford Instrument, Long IslandCity; Airbonr Instruments Lab, Melvilie, Long Island
Phoned: W. L. Maxaon Company concerning request for bid they sent inweek of 8/17/59.

Republic Aviation, Deer Park, Long Island
The three men tect in Deer Park are J. Urbanki, JoeMurphy, and Nick Goiva. These are the men that have our equipmenton consignment to investigate the feasibility of equipping theirnew labcratory in Farmingdale. They are pleased with the equipmentand have made a decision that it 1s this equipment that they wouldlike to buy. However, management has not approved the proposal yet,and they would like to have a letter from us mentioning some of ourcustomers and their use so as tc de a help in selling their proposaltotheir management. The pulse generator that they rad was nowfunctioning. The trouble turned out to be an intermittent capachtoron the input integrator tc the pulse generator. I'd say we were inpretty gocd shape at this location.

Republic Aviation, Mineola, New York
In the Miasile Lab, which is located in Mineola, New York, Ivisited Mr. Robert T. Williams who recently has sent in two inquiriesfor literature on our products. Thie call did not prove too fruitful.Williams is a Servo man and was only interested in our light drivers,and for his application ours was not sultable,

Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Melville, Long Island
This call took all morning and proved to be of 10 real value.Although we have received 13 requests in the last two weeks none ofthe key men were available for me to talk to, and the ones I didseemed to have little knowledge of tris type of equipment. Shortly,within half a year, Airborne Instrument Lab will move to the FairchildEngine Fuilding in Deer Park. The head of the digital section thereis Dr. Kentiner and his assistant Sol Goldstone. While waiting thereI noticed in their display rack the equipment thay have for the StarProgram, and this equipment ccnsisted of building blocks whieh inappearance were very similar to ours except in smaller aize. Thesignificance of which I could not discover, Mr. Spector with whomI talked, however, indicated that Airbonne Instruments may try tomarket these bullding blocks commercially.

Ford Instruments, Long Island City
This was perhaps my most fruitfall call on the trip. In manydifferent departments there was interest expressed in our equipmentwith the one drawback of aize and non-militarization. The most

importaht complaint, however, was in size. The could not understand
why we took so much room to put so little fundtion. They are fairlyfamiliar with our products and Ted has done a good job before me. Inthe past, we have dealt with Building 3, I believe. On this trip,however, I met Mr. Maxwell Levy in Building 4 who was extremely



a

Conte 2

interested in our equipment and would liked to have seen a
demonstration but was going tc be tied up for the day. This man
should be contacted again sometime in the future,
Cul to Maxson Company

Mr. G. Richard evidently is the purchasing agent for W. L.
Maxson. I quizzed him on the possibility of our bidding just our
building blocks for the job as opposed to the entire system, He
said that my call was premature, and that he had received no bids
as jet and was acceptable to the idea of cur bidding bul iding blook
basis.

General Comments: It is my belief that to make appointments by
Phone call before the trip 1a well worth the money. Furthermore,
that we should build up our road map inventory as rapidly as
possible for planning trips before actually leaving DEC, The
cost to the company for this trip was $80

r



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 1 August 1959

SUBJECT RETURN AUTHORIZATION

1o 4. Anderson, S. Olsen, Olsen, FROM Walter Weeton
M. Sandler, D. Best, T. Johnson,
and J. Brown

One of the problems which we are beginning to run into more fre-
quently is that of the equipnent bein returned to us for repair or
replacement. In order to control this it is necessary to develop a
normel flow of this equipment. When a customer requests a RETURN
AUTHORIZATION for some of his equipment, the Sales Department should
be checked with and a RETURN AUTHORIZATION number associated with tnis
particular return. The Sales Department will keep a record of these
RETURN AUTHORIZATIONS. The record will include the following data:
the RETURN AUTHORIZATION number, the date of the RETURN AU'MORIZATION,
the company name and address, the person in the company with who this
was discussed, his phone number, a list of the equipment involved,
action to be taken, the date and the name of the person who has re-
quested the RETURN AUTHORIZATION, and when the equipment arrives at
the company. The date the equipment is received will also be recorded
on this form. A R=TURN AUTHORIZATION number then should be given to
the customer and the equipment should be returned to Digital Equipment
Corporation with some packing slip referencing this number. When the
equipment is received at DEC, the Sales Office should be notified and
the equipment should be opened and turned over to Quality Control for
complete testing and repair as necessary. When this is done, Quality
Control will notify the Engineering Department of the problems in-
volved routinely and it is sugsested that they do this in their
weekly Quality Control report. Engineering may then take any steps
necessary to insure that this troble does not develop in any future
equipment. After the equipment has been fully tested end new test
data sheets are made out they should be turned over to the Sales Depart-
ment for return to the customer or whatever other deposition is decided
One
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RETURN AUTHORIZATION

Return Authorization No. Date

Company Name and Address:

Person Contacted Phone No,

Equipment Involved

Description of Trouble

Date Equipment Received

Serial Nos.

Date of Purchase

Comments:

Signature



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 12 August 1959

SUBJECT Schlumberger Corporation
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

The Schlumberger Corporation spends a million dollars a year in
basic research and they have over a thousand employees making their
logging equipment, and if they don't need a computer in their work

I'd eat my teeth.
We better go down and talk to these people and see whether they

can use a PDP-l,
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE August 19, 195

SUBJECT ress Vevnor

TO Clsen FROM Yethannen

The

To dats, the mechanical tr nglator an punchin operations
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE August 10, 1959

SUBJECT Pru ress "epcrt The Ylexcwriter - Ta_e 2e

nen Olsen FROM .. BroxbergTO

erimental purccosss all lay between the
time that the decoding rslays ar pulsed ani the time that the

ve relay ic activated. In cther VsTOL we Ss we a sure
that the 6 decodin. na nets nave been set up vere re tre eluateh is
pulsed. This is scrt of a crecautiin which be cesirable if
it does not slow down the cverall oF "he flexcwritere

A rather simple way tc handle the carriage return aaa tab
operations is to usc 2 standari diode ates, 11 wu enerntcr,
and a few irverters. hen a carria_e or tab shift opera-ticn was called fcr, the acove eun.puent would generate a
which would set the flir-flop in the hela position.
There ig 8 7 is closed when the carriac on the flexo-
writer comes to rest after either a Cary return cr tab shift
operation. A pulse the closing on this contact

7

ise
f :

:

enerated
world set the hols-zo flip-floo into the so position.

To dz a drivin. bac 2c ctruct*e., consisting
of the 1) mercury relvys and associated circuitry. A simple

There are : networks acrcss the contacts of the
50 volt side of the mercury rclaye. The t +be woich is on
order, hae danping netw acrose the punch ma.nets. There are
also diodes across the flexouriter

1

lc ic drivi oanel Fac oc to ctaa arc bac1
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 17 July 1959

SUBJECT Visit from Galileo Corporetion and
TO uf, Anderson We Weeton Bi-Weekly

Republic Aviation Comvuter
FROM Kenneth H. OlsenKen's file

Visit from Galileo Corporation
Mr. Barti of Gelileo Corporation visited us on July 15, 1959 todiscuss replacing an analog computer with a digital computer in ananti-aircraft tank which they are proposing to bid on for NATO. Wetold him that we felt it would be of no improvement to digitalize this

computer and that our equipment would be too big and not rugged enoughfor the job. He is, however, interested in developing digital know-
how and capability within the company and so they are very interested in
buying our Test Equipment. I promised to send him literature on our
memories when they are available. In a week or two we should follow
up with a good sales letter to them.

Republic Aviation Computer
Revublic Aviation Corporation needs a general purpose computer to

try out various control techniques that would eventually be installed
in airplanes. This computer would do such things as bombing control and
navigetion. We feel they need something like our PDP because this would
give them the general purpose characteristics they are interested in.
They have only about $45,000 with which to buy the computer, but they
do have more to buy analog to digital converters. This thing is not
supposed to look like a computer but as a piece of Test Equipment for
developing and proving systems. He gave me several formulas which I
told him we would demonstrate the solution of on paper.
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To: H.E. Anderson

From: John C. Conley
Date: July 2, 1959

Subject: Ex»vort Procedure

The official regulations and nclicies which govern exporting
encompass, in one way or another, all vhrases of the selling and
delivery oneration. In broad terms these ere con-
cerned with two onerations, the securing of an exvort license and
the shipoing of materials out of the country.

As you know there are different tyves of licenses required
for exporting. The license to be used is determined by two things,
the country of destination: and the Denartment of Commerce classifi-
cation of the item to he shinned. The commodity classificstion
divides items into ncsitive list and no-vositive list commodities.
Items which are not on the vositive list may be shipved to all
countries outside the Soviet Bloc under ceneral license GRO. Items

present it anpears that the majority of our vroducts are not on
the positive list and may he shinned under a GPO license. A definite
assesrant of this cannot be made until we receive Schedule B from
the Devartment of Commerce. The vositive list is under constant
surveillance and our products could there at any time.

on the positive list require one of the velidated licenses. At

The advantage of a neral license is very great because
does not have to be made to the Devartment of Commerce.

Any one qualifying for a general license may shin at any time
merely by presenting a Shinner's Exnort Declaration to the customs
offical at a port of exportation. We have conies of this form and
complete instructions for Tilling out and filing.

Validated licenses are a different story and involve much
more, both on our part and on the part of the foreign buyer. The
first difficulty is that only items with the same processing code
and Schedule B number, from the Department of Commerce commodity
lists,may be shipped under the same license. Conceivably 3 or
more licenses might be required to make one complete shipment
abroad.

In order to secure a validated license must be
made to Washington. We have conies of the necessary forms and the
procedure is outlined in the Romorehensive Exnort Schedule. The
avolication must be accomnainéd : by an Imnort Certificate from the
buver or a Single Transaction Statement on the commodity.
Also vhotostates of letters or surchese orders from the buyer may
be required. I have not as yet gotten the exact reauirements for
the different validated Jicenses. We also must have
descrivtion of the-end use of our items, by the buyer, te accompany
the apolication.



The second area, that of making the actual shioment,is moreprocedural and varies between tyves of licenses only with rato paper work that must be vresented to the customs officials.
Markings on crates, shinning documents snd clearing vrocedureare outlined in the Export Schedule. This is fairly straichtforward and not of much trouble. Our problems weuld be mainlycentered around choosing a means of shinment and securing insurance
coverage, General Radio recommends air shipment, whenever possible,as the easiest, most reliable and usually cheanest,.

Mr. DeBlois at General Radio offered the following information.
import duties and about "o for shivoing and insurance. He saysthat shipoing F.0.B. factory elimnates lezal and financial
entanglements that often arise from overseas shipments Mr. DeBlois

He estimates 15-25% of list orice will be added to the vrice for
10%

has extended an invitation to me to visit him and hash. out the detailsof an exvort shipment.
There are several short cuts thet can be taken in the export

procedure by utilizing agm ts ona fee basis. Freight forwarders
in this country will handle all the details of shivment including
quotes on freight rates: handling of shivment while in custody of
carriers; advice concerning nsurance coveraze: furnish advice on
customs requirements of foreign countries, weichts, vacking and
marking of crates and prenaraticn of necessary shivning pavers.
Overseas revresentatives may handle orders, imnort certificates and
problems concerning service of voreducts n the foreien country.

am working on the various details of the exnort procedure
and will get some estimates of fees from freicht forwarders. I
plan to visit Mr. DeBlois and vet some information on overseas
revresentatives I feel sure thet we have enoush information to
go ahead on any inquires from abroad which may be of interest.
The Field Office of the Denartment of Commerce assures me thet
they will give us any help we need and offer emersency service
should we get backed into a corner.



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE June 29, 1959

SUBJECT Responsibilities of Mrs. Naney Dawesand Mrs. Pat Reguera
TO Harlan Auwuerson

of Mrs. Nancy Dawes and Mrs. Pat Reguera.activities in the Sales Department.

FROM Walter Weeton

The purpose of this letter is to formalize the responsibilities

I expect them to be respcnsible for.
Pertaining to their

The enclosed list is what

Nancy Pat

1. Letters 1. Product Availability
2. Quotes 2o Order Book by Order
3. Mail Sent (Signed " Mailed 3. Shipping Papers
4e Telepkone lh. Teletype Messages
5. Internal Correspondence S. Field Contact Reports
6. Psice List 6. Expense Reports
7. Keep field office up to date. 7. File (Reminder File)

Travel arrangements
Customer Order Book
Calendar

&.e 9.
10.

Nancy
Pat

oN. Weeton

ccs
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DATE June 25, 1959

TO Kenneth H. Olsen FROM Henry J. Crouse
Harland Anderson

Pat Brown, Purchasing Agent of Waters Mfg. Co. in Wayland,
passed on some information that may be of interest.

The NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration)
is looking for prime and secondary contractors of electronics,
who could be used in their area of work.

If this is of interest we could enter our name with the:
Procurement Officer NASA
1520 H Street N. W.
Washington 25, D. C.

The information was taken from an advertisement in Purchasing.

DAP 984



Memo DATE__6/12
K. Olsen

TOM. Anderson FROM T. Johnson

American Standard, Systems Division Norwood, Mass.
Plant #1 Norwocd 7-3220

They had solicited bids on a computer in connection with work on
stabilized periscope for the Polairs missile. Die has been cast,
months. Jim Hazelton checked to see if we could come into ecnsid-
eration at this point with negative reply. However, very interested
in having reputable local source and we should call in next week
to arrange visit to Mr. Harper (Project mngineer) and Mr. Dave
Smith (Senior Disital bngineer). Our prodlem was 2 axis to 2 axis
conversion. Other was real time accuracy. ood case for our
services might still Wield some power here.

Time scale involved now is 5apparently for Epsco out not sure.

560 Providence highway

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE June 10, 1959

SUBJECT ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS

TO Harlan E. Anderson FROM Jack Atwood

On the basis of our discussion last night, I should like to recom-
mend that the activities of my group be classified for accounting
purposes as follows:

to facilitate the operation of the Corporation with
respect to its dealings with present and potential
customers, employees and stockholders and with other
interested parties.

864 PUBLIC RELATIONS - activities specifically intended

promote the acceptance and saleg of the Corporation's
products and services.

865 SALES PROMOTION - activities specifically intended to

to provide such information about the Corporation's
products and services as may be required for their proper
development, production or rendering, and utilization.

866 TECHNICAL INFORMATION - activities specifically intended

Under each of these main classifications might come five subclassi-
fications, which would be sufficiently detailed for our purposes
but sufficiently general to avoid the necessity for adding more
and more subclassMfications to meet specific situations.

Sub. 0 General Expenses: supervisory, supplies, overhead, etc.

Sub. 1 Expenses in connection with the production
and dissemination of (appropriate material.

Sub. 2 Expenses in connection with the preparation, production
and placement of advertisements in recognized media.

Sub. 3 Expenses in connection with the preparation, production
and dissemination of publicity in recognized media.

Sub. 4 in connection with the preparations for and

participation in meetings and conferences.

Sub. 5 Expenses in connection with public relations (or sales
promotion or technical information) activities out-
side the preceding classifications.
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE June 10, 1959

SUBJECT ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS con't
TO Harlan E. Anderson FROM Jack Atwood

The account numbers would be used in this way, for example:
An issue of "Digital Developments" would be 8641.
A "Product Bulletin" should be 8651 but could be 8661.
An "Applications Note" would be 8661.
A Help Wanted Advertisement would be 8642.
An employment application would be 8645.
A trade show could be 8664,
An instruction manual would be 8661.
A new product release would be 8663.

The could be incorporated as a suffix to our job numbers in this
fashion:

DAP-9256-41
or better:

DA9256-41
This would indicate to all hands that this was an"8641" or "Public
Relations - Printed Material" job (the "86" portion of the account
number being understood).
I think this system would prove very workable in our operation and
also quite definitive from an accounting standpoint. And it is
worded in such a way that neither Internal Revenue nor government
Gontract Wegotiators should find much to quarrel with.

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE May 5, 1959

Booth for Next Year
He Anderson FROM Ke He Olsen
S Olsen
Je Atwood

Ramo Wooldridge has white tables with neat wrought
{ron legs which are very effective in their booth this
year at the IRE Show. A variation of this which would
be very useful for us would be high, fairly wide tables
maybe 30" broad, made of Formica with skirts around the

coffee tables made the same way except white tops and

handing out literature and the white top tables are very
good for equipment. A variation of this would be to
have walnut top tables which would show off our white
equipment better, and white coffee tables for our
literatur6e

The skirts might be 6" deep. Thenedge in walnut.
white edges only wide. Coffee tables are ideal for

The design trend seems to be going from the shadow
box type to what T.I.C. and Ramo Wooldridge have which is
a set of panels set up from the back only, about 5 feet
tall and behind that, with a dark background, the amme of
the company in white, well illuminated.

DAP-930
digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 13, 1959

SUBJECT 10 megacycle vroduct line
TO Sales FROM Ted Johnson

The following people expressed an interest in our developments
and future availability of 10 megacycle building blocks. These names

are by no means the complete listing of people who have expressed
interest. The list ts not meant to be anything but a personal mail-
ing list when we do make a decision on 10 meszacycles.

1. Bernard Quinn - Johns Hopkins University
2. Jim Nottingham - IBM - Kingston
3. George Riech - I. T. & T.

4. Bob Thomason - China Lake, California - USNOTS

5. J. H. Foster - Erie Resistor (disregard)
6 - Benson @lectronics - St. Louis, Missouri - (no record of indi-

viduals name)

7. Jim Kiseda - IBM - (only general interest)
8. Richard Genke - Bell Telephone Laboratories
In addition to the names listed (and vlease note any names that

may be recalled on this subject) the following list is a few of the

people I think would be interested in this development and also where

$t would be helpful -articularly to use this as a sales ovener.

1. Any grouv at IBM

2. Joe Stern - STL

3. Carlos Rossi - Remington Rand

4. Jim Puff - Bell Telephone Laboratories

@ ftronna at. TPT,

6. Rese Engineering

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 13, 1959

SUBJECT 10 megacycle product line
TO Sales FROM 'Ted Johnson

7. Stabler at General Electric
8. Jack Raffel in film work at Lincoln Laboratories
9. Naval Electronics Laboratories - 'San Diego
10. National Security Agency
11. RCA - Cemden

12. And others
It appears that 10 megacycle equipment will be produced in the

system building block line only due to the problem of lead lengths
at grounding problems in the Test Equipment. If this is the case vro-

spective customers for 1° megacycle equipment are those neonle who

could use our systems units for construction or for semi-vermanent

or permanent test equipment set-ups. This would break down into:
1. Government Research and development facilities
2. Production test groups of large eomouting companies

3. Any snall size or medium size comnany who vresently woulc turn
to us aS a source of systems components (building blocks).

Because of the venatration oroblem in our market I think we will

always be left with the vroblem of making these vroduct decisions

largely on the basis of our own knowledge and estimation of levels

of development in the industry as a whole. It is usually the case

that no one vrerson vresents an accurate bench mark for the poten-

tial building blocks although the fatter would conceivably be more

meneral to any developrent vrogram and therefore more vernissive of

market measurement by us.

DAP-930
digital equipment corporation
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THE RAMO-WOOLDRIDGE CORPORATION™
GUIDED RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 45564 AIRPORT STATION - LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA » OREGON 8-0311 - ORCHARD 2-0171

February 19, 1958

Mr. Harlan E, Anderson
No. 1 Peter Spring Road
Concord, Massachusetts

Dear Mr, Anderson:

Thank you for your comments relative to

Mr. Litsios' application for rsa IRamo-Wooldridge

Fellowship. This information was very helpful and

we are most appreciative of your courtesy and

assistance.

Sincerely,

é
R.F. Mettler
Chairman
Ramo-Wooldridge Fellowship Committee

RFM: fb

LENetter

5760 ARBOR VITAE STREET - Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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December 30, 1957

Mr. Socrates Litsios
lol, Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, Massachusetts

- Dear Socco;

It was a pleasure to f111 out your reference blank
for a Ramo Wooldridge fellowship and forward it to them.

Best of luck.

Sincerely,

Harlan E. Anderson .

HEA/ jef

+
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